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Merger Finalized
NASHVILLE, TN—JBeau
Media has announced
that
Xenogeny, a Nashville-based Gay
news weekly, and Gay Tennessee
Today, an Internet resource
website for the TennesseeGay and
Lesbian community, will join
forces to provide Tennessee with
one of the strongest Gay-operated
media bases in the US.
This partnership will provide
Tennessee's Gay and Lesbian
community a strong communica
tion tool through the Internet and
an accurate, centralized informa
tion database not currently avail
able in any form. Both publications
currently provide a resourcedirec
tory for the GLBT community.
"I have found many bits and
pieces of information listing Ten
nessee Gay and Lesbian resources,
but to my knowledge/there is not
one accurate, centralized sourceof
information regarding resources
available to our community," ex
plained Jeff Beaumont, owner of
JBeau Media. "This is a problem
in our community, and we plan to
provide a solution."
Development of an online Ten
nessee GLBT community,through
i ohat rooms, e-mail list and
newsgroups, and having the abil
ity to reach members of the GLBT
community who are not yet using
the Internet are key components in
the overall ambition of the com
pany.
"We simply want Tennessee
Gays and Lesbians to have access
to information and the tools nec
essary for effective communica
tion," said Linda Welch, Xenogeny
owner. "Combining the resources
of an existing Internet publication,
web hosting services, a print me
dia publication and a publishing
company will allow us to easily
provide these services for our com
munity."
The Gay Tennessee Today
website, http://www.Gaytn.com
features a mailing list, unique
chatroom, where members chatting
may display their own photo icon,
and a yellow page directory list
ing businesses who provide ser
vices and/or products to the GLBT
community. The website also fea
tures news, personals and free web
based e-mail.
Xenogeny began publishing in
1994, and Gay Tennessee Today
started in 1997.

Family and Friends

Nominated for Best
New Publication
Family and Friends, the Mem
phis-based publication, has been
nominated for the "Best New Pub
lication" award in the Gay Press's
Vice Versa Awards. Other nomi
nees include IN Los Angles and
Spotlight Magazine. The award
will be announced in April 2000.
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Schmitz Again Gets 25-50 Years for
Jenny Jones Slaying
The retrial of Jonathan Schmitz
for the March 9, 1995 killing of
Gay Scott Amedure ended Sept.14
just as his original 1996 trial did
— with a second-degree murder
conviction and a sentence of 25 50 years.
Nonetheless, Schmitz plans an
other appeal, even while
Amedure's mother was crying,
"When will we be able to get on
with our lives? When will justice
be served and be final?" The case
had been widely reported because
the shooting came three days after
Schmitz and Amedure appeared
together for a taping of the nation
ally-syndicated The Jenny Jones
Show, where Amedure confessed
his "secret crush" on Schmitz.
Amedure's father again said at
the sentencing hearing that, "If
they'd never gone on The Jenny
Jones Show, those two kids would
be all right today."
The Jenny Jones Show, its pro
ducer Telepictures and itsdistribu

tor Warner Brothers are appealing
a civil jury's award of $25-million
to Amedure's family.
Following the recommendation
of the probation board, Oakland
County, Michigan Circuit Court
Judge Wendy Potts gaveScmitz the
maximum possible sentence, as the
prosecution had requested.
The defense had asked for no
more than 15 years, with Schmitz'
family begging Potts to consider
Schmitz' history of mental prob
lems and alcohol and drug abuse,
issues she had kept out of the main
trial since Michigan has no dimin
ished capacity defenseagainst sec
ond-degree murder.
But Potts remarked that Schmitz
had appeared to be functioning well
enough to carry out the murder.
Schmitz by his own admission
drove from his apartment to with
draw cash from a bank machine,
purchased a shotgun and ammuni
tion at two different stores, as, See Schmitz on page 26
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Jonathan Schmitz is escorted out of Oakland County Circuit Court in
Pontiac, Mich., Tuesday, Sept. 14, 1999 where he was sentencedto 25 to
50 years in prison for killing a Gay acquaintance who revealed acrush on
him during a taping o/The Jenny Jones Show. Schmitz trembledas Judge
Wendy Potts sentencedhim for the 1995shotgunslaying ofScottAmedure.
(AP Photo/Carlos Osorio)

Memphis Lesbian and Gay Coalition for Justice
Issues Voter's Guide for October 7 Memphis Elections
Submitted by LGCJ
The Memphis Lesbian &. Gay
Coalition for Justice sent out a
questionnaire to all candidates for
mayor and city council in the Oct.
7 Memphis City Elections. Here
for your information are the ques
tions asked followed by the re
sponses of the candidates. Any
candidate not listed has not yet
responded to the questionnaire.
You can also check the on-line
newsletter on the Memphis LGCJ
website
for
updates
(www.Gaymemphis.com/lgcj;),
or contact LGCJ and request an
updated copy (LGCJ, P.O. Box
241363, Memphis, TN 38124, or
call 327-2677). See page 23 for a
summary of the results of this
survey.

Questions
(1) What are your legislative
priorities for the city of Mem

phis?
(2) Do you favor legislation
that would increase penalties for
crimes that are motivated by ha
tred of the victim's race,
ethnicity, religious beliefs, gen
der identity or sexual orientation?
Why or why not?
(3) Do you favor legislation to
prohibit discrimination based on
sexual orientation in employment
and housing? Why or why not?
(4) Do you favor the establish
ment of domestic partnerships
that would confer certain of the
legal benefits of marriage on
couples who are not married; or
cannot get married, including
same-sex couples? Why or why
not?
(5) Do you believe that pri
vate, consensual sexual conduct
between adults of the same gen
der deserves criminal sanction?
Why or why not ?

(6) Do you favor curricula in
the public schools that promote
valuing tolerance and diversity of
different groups, including Les
bians and Gay men? Why or why
not?

Candidates For Mayor
Mayor Willie W. Herenton
(Democrat)
(1) To continue to pursue the
expansion of affordable housing
for all of Memphis citizens. To
continue to fight against crime.
To Continue in the pursuit of ra
cial harmony and respect for di
versity in our city.
(2) Yes. Because I have always
supported tolerance, I would sup
port legislation that would deter
any form of violence against vic
tims.
(3) Yes. Your ability to secure
employment or qualify for hous

ing should be based on qualifica
tions as a tenant or employee.
(4) Yes. I think that medical
benefits should be made to do
mestic partners. We cannot leg
islate people's feelings about
each other.
(5) No. For private behavior
between consenting adults.
Former Supreme Court Justice
Lewis Powell said he would have
changed his vote when he upheld
criminal sanctions for this type of
conduct. I agree with Justice
Powell for he was one of the most
thoughtful jurists of our time.
(6) Yes. Although I may not
approve of certain lifestyles per
sonally, we must all be tolerant
of different people and different
lifestyles and teach our children
about different people as well as
different lifestyles.
See Voter's Guide on page 25

Back To School Rush Raises Safety Issues for Gay Students
to include human relations educa
tion. This curriculum wouldenable
students to foster an appreciation
of people of different sexual ori
More than 50 million young
entations as well as different racial
people in grades kindergarten
or religious backgrounds.
through 12 trek back to school this
In the state of California, legis
month. They bring with them the
lators defeated similar legislation
concerns of their parents and their
by one vote. That was disappoint
communities over the issue of
ing, but the bill progressed further
school safety.
than ever before, and I am hopeful
Seeing the flood of back-to- California and New York will join
school stories on the local news, I Connecticut, Massachusetts
and
sense that something —orsomeone
Wisconsin in protecting their stu
— is missing
dents.
from this pic
Across the
Opinions expressed in
ture.
country, hun
Specifically,
editorials,commentaries
dreds of school
five
million
and letters are those of
districts have
s o nn e o n e s .
examined ways
the authors.
That's the num
to keep young
ber of estimated
people safe,
number of GLBTQ (Gay, Lesbian,
of you reading this
bisexual, transgendered or ques
column have joined in this effort. I
tioning) students in our public
like to say that equality begins at
schools. For them, safety is an ev
home - and there's no better place
eryday concern.
to join the battle for GLBT equalLet's consider some statistics:
ity than at your local school
• Twenty-eight percent of Gay, district.Groups such as the National
Lesbian and bisexual youth drop
Youth Advocacy Coalition
tion; provide staff with workshops
out of school because of harass
(www.nyacyouth.org) and the Gay, and training; support curricula that
ment and verbal attacks, according Lesbian, and Straight Education
includes information about the
to a study conducted by the U.S.
Network (www.glsen.org) are al lives and contributions of GLBT
Department of Health and. Human
ready working across the country
people; and allow forthe formation
services.
to improve the lives of GLBTQ
of Gay-straight alliances and other
• Twenty-two percent of boys
youth.
clubs that address homophobiaand
and 29 percent of girls perceived
What can you do? Demand that heterosexism in school.
as Gay or Lesbian have reported
your school district adopt polices
As the award-winning docu
physical attacks by students, ac that protect students and teachers
mentary producer Debra Chasnoff
cording to another study by the
from harassment and discrimina(It's Elementary) taught us, chil
same agency.
• Eighty percent of Gay and
Lesbian teens report feelingsof se
vere social isolation at school, ac
cording to statistics provided by the
Gay, Lesbian, and Straight Educa
tion Network.
,
The Triangle Journal News
Right now, our nation is having
welcomes letters from its readers.
a public discussion overwhat to do
Letters should be be as short as
about violence in the schools.
reasonable and typed if possible,
President Clinton held a summit.
y.Although names may be withheld on request,
Columbine, Colorado officials put
/all letters should be signed and include a phone
in place a policy of "zerotolerance"
/ number for verification. Anonymous letters will
for harassment and taunting. Many
not be printed. All letters are subject to editing for
are pointing fingersat the entertain
spelling, punctuation and grammar. However
ment industry or the gun industry
every effort will be made to maintain the original
or the Internet. Republicans and
intent of the writer.
Democrats, in typical fashion, are
^
Letters should be mailed to:
pointing fingers at each other.
Triangle Journal News, P.O. Box J1485,
But once again, our voices are
\
Memphis, TN 38111-0485 or
left out of the debate. Our voices
\faxed to (901) 454-1411. Our e-mail address is
are enriched by painful experience,
MemphisTJN@ aol.com.
for who among us can forget the
frequency with which epithets like
Bill Zachary, the Ball Captain
"fag" and "dyke" are casually
for M.U. has been working hard on
tossed around on the playground,
the Mardi Gras Ball in year 2000,
in the school cafeteria, in the locker
and finally has the theme (it's still
room, even in the school class
under wraps), but every one is go
The
Mystic
Krewe
of
Memphis
room.
ing to be excited with it. The
United would like to congratulate
What can be done?
Krewe's Silent Auction is set for
the
new
board
for
Pride
and
also
to
The good news is progress can
the Oct. 17 from 3-6 p.m. at In the
Vincent Astor for his new title of
—• and is — being made to protect
Pride Archivist for the Pride group. Grove and we want toinvite every
our schoolchildren. In the state of
one for a fun-filled Sunday after
New York, for example,legislators Also, recently at the Loving Arms
noon. Be looking for more info
this summer filed (but have notyet pajamas and pillow party, a con
regarding another show real soon
test
was
held
for
a
Doris
Day
and
passed) the Dignity for All Stu
to
be held at J-Wags.
Rock Hudson look-a-like and our
dents Act, which would direct
own president, Lonnie McElwain
schools to adopt policies to create
Linda Jones
aka
Laura
Lee
Love
won
the
Doris
a safe school environment for all
Mystic Krewe of
award and Doug Windly accepted
students. The proposal would re
Memphis United
for
Rock.
vise state curriculum requirements

Get your PULSE going ... at AMNESIA

by Kerry Lobel
Executive Director of NGLTF

dren are not born with bigotry and
intolerance - they learnit. Wouldn't
it be wonderful if we used backto-school season as a platform to

address safety for our children?
Five million children are wait
ing for us to act.

/LETTERS

Mystic Krewe
Congrats and
Update
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ACLU Demands San Diego End Public Subsidy of Boy Scouts
SAN DIEGO — The American
Civil Liberties Union of San Diego
and Imperial Counties and theTom
Homann Law Association Aug. 4
demanded that the city of San Di
ego stop subsidizing the activities
of the Boy Scouts as long as it per
sists in discriminating on the basis
of religion and sexual orientation.
In a letter, the two organizations
demanded that the city council and
mayor terminate the city's leases,
under which the Boy Scouts oper
ate their headquarters in cityowned Balboa Park for $1 per year
and receive rent-free use of facili
ties on city-owned property on Fi
esta Island.
After a long series of court
battles, the California Supreme
Court last year ruled that the Boy
Scouts are acompletely private re
ligious organization, making them
exempt from non-discrimination
laws and permitting them to ex
clude boys and adult leaders who
are agnostic, atheist or Gay.
The city of San Diego has stated
that it would wait for the outcome
of these court cases before decid
ing what to do about its subsidy of
the Boy Scouts. With those cases
complete, the organizations said
the time has arrived for the city to
address the Boy Scouts' discrimi
nation.
"The Boy Scouts can't have it
both ways," said Linda Hills, ex
ecutive director of the ACLU of
San Diego and Imperial Counties.
"If they truly are a private religious
organization, free to engage in any
form of discrimination they choose,
then they are not entitled to a gov
ernment subsidy. Tax dollars

should not be spent to promote in
tolerance."
In their letter, the ACLU and
THLA point out that both Boy
Scout leases bar discrimination
based on religion and provide that
the Boy Scouts must abide by all
laws and regulations of the city of
San Diego. The city's Human Dig
nity Ordinance bans discrimination
based on sexual orientation.
The letter asks the city to en
force those contracts by requiring
the Boy Scouts either to end their
discrimination or to move their
operations to facilities not owned
by the city. The letter also details
the city's constitutional obligation
to avoid preference for, or support
of, religious activity.
The groups said that the Boy
Scouts convinced the Supreme
Court that instilling religious val
ues was their primary organiza
tional purpose and that the
recreational aspect of scouting was
secondary. Subsidizing discrimi
nation against Gays also puts the
city in violation of the Equal Pro
tection Clause of the United States
Constitution.
"The city cannot lease away
people's rights, including therights
of Gays and atheists to be freefrom
discrimination and to enjoy the use
of unique public assets like Balboa
Park and Fiesta Island," said M.E.
Stephens, co-president of the Tom
Homann Law Association, San
Diego's Gay, Lesbian,and bisexual
bar association. "It is time for city
leaders to earn their merit badgein
diversity by ending their sponsor
ship of the Boy Scouts."
A number of government enti

ueumtz
V Records&CDs

901/272-7922
794 S. Cooper
Memphis, TN 38104

ties have recently cut theirties with
the Boy Scouts because of their
intolerance. In 1993, the San Di
ego Unified School District banned
Boy Scout activities from its cam
puses. Last year, following the
the city
city
California court decision, the
of Berkeley terminated free

berthing space at a city marina for
two Boy Scout training ships. And
recently, the city of Chicago ended
its 30-year sponsorship of the Boy
Scouts rather than be forced to de
fend the Scouts' exclusion ofGays
to
and atheists in court in response 10
a federal lawsuit filed by the

Gore Criticizes Administration Policy
on Gays in Military
By Sandra Sobieraj
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Vice
President Al Gore criticized the
Clinton administration's policy to
ward Gays in the military and said
he would implement "don't ask,
don't tell" with more compassion.
In an interview published in the
Sept. 14 edition of The Advocate,
the vice president alsoasserted that
adoption agencies — not federalor
state governments — should decide
on a case-by-case basis whether
Gays and Lesbians should adopt
children or serve as foster parents.
"Local adoption officials can
evaluate the circumstances of the
child and the parenting ability of
prospective parents and decide if
there's a good match," Gore said.
The vice president was inter
viewed in June as he campaigned
in California for the Democratic
presidential nomination. His com
ments came before the much-pub
licized, Aug. 13 announcement by
the Pentagon of new, mandatory
training on anti-harassment guide
lines for all troops.
Last year, 1,145 people were
discharged from the armed forces
for homosexuality, the Pentagon
reported. In 1997, the total was
997, the highest number since
1987. The number ofdischarges hit
a low of 617 in 1994, the year that
President Clinton effected his
"don't ask, don't tell" policy,
which allows Gays to serve in the

military as long as their sexual ori
entation is not discovered.
"The statistics may be reflect
ing some phenomenon I don't un
derstand, but the easiest
explanation is that it's not being
implemented in a way that fully
reflects the spirit of the policy,"
Gore told The Advocate.
"I would implement the policy
with more compassion," Goresaid.
He added that he would work with

Attorney At Law

WEST HOLLYWOOD, Calif.
(AP) — The mother of murdered
Gay University of Wyoming stu
dent Matthew Shepard is asking
TV viewers to "choose to under
stand."
"In a perfect world, because
your child is Gay, you don't worry
about their safety. You just worry
about them being happy," Mrs.
Shepard says in one of two 30-second public service announcements
being sent to TV stations.
Her 21-year-old son was kid
napped Oct. 6, tied to a fence and
left to die from a pistol-whipping
near Laramie, Wyo. He was in a
coma and died five days later.
The Washington-based Human
Rights Campaign Foundation, the
nation's largest Gay political orga
nization, unveiled the new anti-vio
lence public service announce
ments during a Bel Age Hotel lun-

CLUB NIGHT
Pipeline
Sat., Oct. 9*10 p.m.
Wear Bear Gear (Hats, T-Shirts, etc.) If You Have It

1545 Union Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104
901-278-1004

All Bears & Bear Lovers Welcome...
Come Join the Bear Party!
Check Out Our Website for Details
http://wwvy.bigfoot.com/~memphisbears
Space donated as a public service of the Triangle Journal News
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military leaders on developing "an
implementation strategy that's
fairer," but did offer specifics.
Asked if Gays and Lesbians
were, by their nature, antithetical
to "family values," the vice presi
dent replied: "I believe that God
makes us in different ways. I don't
believe that having made us, God
intends us to suffer discrimination
and prejudice."

Mother of Matthew Shepard
on TV PSA

Sun, 1-6:30 pm
Mon-Sat, 11:30 am-6:30 pm
Email: LstChaCDs@aol.com

SUSAN
MACKENZIE

ACLU.
Both the city and county of San
Diego Human Relations Commis
sions have condemned the Boy
Scouts' discriminatory policies and
have called on the city to ask the
Scouts to vacate parkland.

cheon.
In addition to Mrs. Shepard, the
celebrity-laden crowd included Ed
Harris, Amy Madigan, Doris Rob
erts, Katey Sagal and Betty
DeGeneres, the mother of Gay ac
tress Ellen DeGeneres.
TV stations and cable operators
have already begun receiving the
PSAs.
"Judy Shepard's message of
unconditional love and support for
her son is something that the entire
country should hear," foundation
Executive Director Elizabeth Birch
said.
"Her strength and courage in the
face of unimaginable personal trag
edy serves as an inspiration to all ,
of us," Birch added.
Russell Henderson, 21, avoided
a possible death sentence in the
Shepard killing by pleading guilty
to kidnapping and murder. He was
sentenced to two consecutive life
terms.
Another
man,
Aaron
McKinney, faces an Oct. 11 mur
der trial in Laramie. Prosecutors are
seeking the death penalty for
McKinney if he is convicted.
Police say robbery was the mo
tive for the crime but that Shepard
was chosen in part because he was
Gay.
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New Jersey's Law Against Discrimination Worries Another American
An AP Analysis
By Thomas Martello
Associated Press Writer
TRENTON, N.J. (AP) — A
New Jersey law designed to ban
discrimination has sent twofamous
American institutions into acollec
tive tizzy this'iyear.
New Jersey's Law Against Dis
crimination, first enacted in 1945,
was used by the state Supreme
Court this summer to proclaim that
the Boy Scouts of America's ban
on homosexuals is illegal in the
state. It was the first time that a
state's highest court has made such
a ruling; the Boy Scouts say they
will appeal to the U.S. Supreme
Court.
Just last month, controversy
brewed on the Boardwalk in Atlan
tic City after The Associated Press
reported that the Miss America
Pageant had decided to break with

nearly 50 years of tradition and al
low women who've had divorces
or pregnancies to compete in the
venerable contest. The proposed
rule change, still under consider
ation, drew a hornet's nest of pro
test. Pageant officials said they
were concerned about violating
New Jersey's Law Against Dis
crimination.
The New Jersey law has loomed
large for a long time. It was used
to defend girls playing Little
League baseball and helped break
the tradition of all-male eating
clubs at Princeton University. Just
this year, the state Supreme Court
cited the law when allowing a bank
vice president to sue for age dis
crimination — on charges he was
fired because of his youth.
Legal experts say the state's
anti-discrimination law is among
the nation's strongest because leg
islatures and governors have con

tinually amended it — and the state
Supreme Court has consistently
taken an expansive view of who it
protects.
"The Legislature decreed there
was to be no discrimination and
modern notions make it clear what
discrimination means," said Frank
Askin, law professor at Rutgers
University Law School in Newark.
"The world is changing. The New
Jersey Supreme Court has been, I
think, diligent in insisting the law
be interpreted in conformity with
modern notions of equality."
The law was first enacted 54
years ago to cover discrimination
by employers, employment agen
cies and labor organizations. Four
years later, it was extended to in
clude public accommodations, in
cluding schools.
In every decade since, the law
was expanded. Those in the Armed
Services and people seeking pub-

Soldier: Glover Told Him That Killing
Was Fisher's Idea
By James Prichard
Associated Press Writer
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
— An Army private charged with
a Fort Campbell beating death that
possibly was a hate crime said an
other soldier planned theattack and
suggested dumping the body in a
river, a fellow soldier said.
Spec. Carlos Rodriguez testified
during the first day of a military
investigative hearing on Monday
that Pvt. Calvin N. Glover told him
soon after the killing that the idea
for the attack came from Spec. Jus
tin R. Fisher.
"Glover told me it was Fisher's
idea," Rodriguez said.
Hearsay testimony may be pre
sented as evidenceat such hearings,
which are similar to grand jury in
vestigations in civilian criminal
cases.
The hearing will determine
whether there is enough evidence
to send the case against Fisher to a
general court-martial.
Fisher, 25, of Lincoln, Neb., is
charged with four offenses in the
death of Pfc. Barry L.Winchell, his
roommate at Fort Campbell. The
101st Airborne Division is based
at the post, which is on the Ken
tucky-Tennessee border about 50
miles northwest of Nashville.
Winchell, 21, of Kansas City,
Mo., was bludgeoned with a base
ball bat in his barracks early on July
5 and died the next day at a hospi
tal in Nashville.
Gay-rights advocates say antihomosexual feelings may have
been behind, or at least contributed
to, the killing. Winchell was per
ceived as Gay by some soldiers in
his unit and friends contend that he
was beginning to explore the Gay
lifestyle when he died.

Fisher is charged with partici
pating as a principal in the attack,
acting as an accessoryafter the fact,
making false statements to Army
investigators and obstructing the
investigation into Winchell's
death.
Last month, a two-day investi
gative hearing was held on post for
Glover, 18, of Sulphur, Okla. No
decision has been made yet about
whether the case involvingGlover,
who is charged with premeditated
murder, will go to a general courtmartial.
Glover allegedly administered
the fatal blows to Winchell, who
suffered a crushed skull. Fisher is
accused of encouraging Glover in
the attack and lying to investiga
tors about his involvement.
Members of Glover's defense
counsel say much of the Army's
case against their client rests on
Fisher's accusatory testimony
against Glover.
The trial counsel, or prosecutor,
in Glover's hearing said during
closing arguments that revenge was
the real motive behind Winchell's
killing. Capt. Gregg Engler, who
also is trial counsel in Fisher's
hearing, argued that Glover at
tacked Winchell because Glover
recently had lost a fight to him at a
party.

Pvt. Benjamin Boyea testified
that during a party outside the bar
racks on the night of July 3, he
heard Fisher joke several times in
front of Glover and others about
how Glover had been whipped by
a "faggot."
Fisher is represented by a twomember defense counsel: Capt.
Mary
Hiznay
from
Fort
Leavenworth, Kan., and Michael
Love, a civilian attorney from
Clarksville, Tenn.
After the hearing is completed,
Maj. Lee Miller, who is presiding
as the investigating officer, will
submit a written report, probably
within two weeks, to Col. Robert
Caslen, 2nd Brigade commander
and the Army's special court-mar
tial convening authority. The report
will recommend how the case
should be handled, with the possi
bilities ranging from taking no ac
tion against Fisher to referring the
case to a general court-martial.
Patricia and Wally Kutteles,
Winchell's mother and stepfather,
traveled from Kansas Cityto attend
the hearing and quietly watched the
proceedings. Afterward, they, and
later Fisher, were escorted out of
the hearing building away from re
porters, who viewed the hearing via
closed-circuit television in a nearby
building.
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lie housing were included in the
1950s; discrimination against rent
ers, on the basis of age, and for
housing and other public accom
modations was banned in the
1960s; discrimination because'of
sex or marital status, nationality,
and of the blind and handicapped
were added in the 1970s; Medic
aid recipients and those being
forced to retire because of agewere
protected in the 1980s; and homo
sexuals and those suffering from
AIDS were added in the 1990s.
"It's a law that's constantly in
the process of interpretation," said
Deborah Jacobs, executive direc
tor of the NewJersey chapter of the
American Civil Liberties Union.
"The U.S. Constitution is older
than that, and we're still interpret
ing that, too."
The state Supreme Court has
consistently taken a wide view of
what lawmakers intended, often
banking on the law's determination
that discrimination is illegal in
"places of public accommodation"
In ruling in favor of James Dale,
an assistant scoutmaster from
Matawan who was kicked out of
the Boy Scouts when leaders
learned he is Gay, the court said
that if the law "is broadly appli
cable, the antidiscriminatory im
pact of its provisions is greater."
The court ruled that the Boy
Scouts, which often meet in
schools and are often sponsored by
fire and police departments, con
stitute a place of public accommo

dation and are subject to the anti
discrimination laws. That decision
also noted that the Scouts adver
tise widely to get new members.
Most legal experts say it is un
clear if the law directly applies to
the Miss America Pageant.
"The court found that the Boy
Scouts were violating the Law
Against Discrimination in the area
of public accommodation because
of their close relationshipwith gov
ernment entities," said Jacobs.
"The pageant doesn't have that
kind of relationship togovernment.
If it did, I would think it would
have, among other things, to allow
male competitors."
Askin noted that the law "says
you're not supposed to discrimi
nate on the basis of marital status.
But I'm not sure how the court
would rule."
Some wonder if thecourt is cast
ing too wide a net in these cases.
The Boy Scouts complain their
First Amendment rights as a pri
vate group have been violated.
Former Miss America winners,
current contestants and the former
pageant leader say the proposed
rules would alter what Miss
America stands for. They say the
fear of the law is overblown.
"Did the Legislature necessar
ily have all of this in mind when it
adopted the law long ago? I'm sure
it didn't," said Askin. "But I'm sure
they wanted everyone to have
equality. And times havechanged."

INSURRNC6

Auto - Home - Life - Annuities
Sensitive to the Needs of the Gay St Lesbian Community
fice: 377-1075

CflHCO RomCI/

Home: 374-9502

"When you are buying or selling a home,
I can make a difference!"
Call me and let me show you how."

Kanviu WUden
Randy Wilder
327-9900 Home
533-0620 Pager
278-4380 Office
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AND NOW A WORD FROM
YOUR TEETH...

Painful teeth,
swollen gums,
unsightly stains and bad breath...
These are messages f rom your teeth
which say, "We need help!"

Providing you with
soothing, comfortable
treatment is our
business. B>est of all..
we do it with a soft,
gentle touch.

Bradley Would Promote Gay Rights
By Sandra Sobieraj
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Lin
ing up more closely with the ho
mosexual community's agenda
than Vice President A1 Gore,
Democratic presidential hopeful
Bill Bradley called for expanding
the 1964 Civil Rights Act to pro
tect Gays and Lesbians.
Bradley also rejected the
Clinton administration's "don't
ask, don' t tell" policy for the armed
services and said, "We ought to get
to a time when Gays can serve
openly in the military."
The former New Jersey senator,
in
a
Gay
and
Lesbian
newsmagazine interview on news
stands Sept. 28, went on to criti
cize a Californiaanti-Gay-marriage
ballot initiative.
"If I was a voter in California, I
would not support the Knight ini
tiative," Bradley told The Advo
cate. "I think it's divisive and ... I
don't think a referendum is the
place for this kind of an initiative."
Bradley said he still opposes
same-sex marriage because of "the
religious nature of marriage and
respect for the diversity of views
on that subject." Both he and Gore,
who also opposes same-sex mar
riage, favor legal protections for
"domestic partners."
Bradley and Gore, rivals for
next year's Democratic presiden
tial nomination, are dueling forthe
Gay and Lesbian vote.
On several issues dear to that
community, Bradley, in his inter

We are a young and growing dental
practice which prides itself on
fairness and open-mindedness.

Make your teeth feel good again!
Call for an appointment today. We'll listen.

WILLIAM N. CASTLE, D.D.S.
General Dentistry

79 North Cooper St. (Between Madison and Poplar) • Memphis TN 38104 2815

(901)685-5008
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Vice President Al Gore

view, came out ahead of positions
that Gore laid out in a separate
Advocate interview, published ear
lier in the month.
On the so-called Knight initia
tive on California's March 2000
ballot, a bellwether for the Gay
community because it would define
marriage as between a man and
woman only, Gore told The Advo
cate: "I'm going to have to educate
myself on that measure."
Late Sept. 16, after Bradley's
interview was released, Gore cam
paign spokeswoman Kikki Moore
said the vice president had decided
he would, if he was a California
resident, also vote "no"on Knight.
"Consider him educated," Moore
said.
Going further than Gore's push,
for a pending anti-job-discrimina
tion bill, Bradley said he would add
sexual orientation to the historic
1964 act outlawing racial, religious
and sex discrimination in employ
ment, housing, lending and public
accommodations.
"That would clearly indicate
that discrimination against Gays is
in the same category as discrimi
nation against other protected
groups," Bradley said.
Such an expansion was first
championed by New York liberal
Rep. Bella Abzug in 1973. But in
1993, the Gay community consid
ered public-opinion polls,, pared
back its hopes and pursued the
more widely politically palatable
Employment Non-Discrimination
Act.
Moore said Gore is focusing on

the act as "the most practical way
to move forward on an agenda of
non-discrimination" because "it
can actually pass."
U.S. Civil Rights Commission
chairwoman Mary Frances Berry,
who was appointed by President
Clinton, called Bradley's approach
"naive."
"I hope it doesn't go anywhere.
We have avoided opening up the
Civil Rights Act for fear that (con
servative) amendments would be
added to gut it," Berry said.
Jesse Jackson, whose influential
endorsement both Gore and Brad
ley are courting, also weighed in
with some skepticism today.
"I want to discuss it with (Bra
dley), If there's an amendment that
could include all people, that's
fair," Jackson said. "But we would
not want to open up that bill be
cause, with this right-wing Con
gress, they could restrict it rather
than expand civil rights."
In the military, Bradley said,
homosexuals should be allowed to
serve openly, but he admitted that
he has not determined "the timing
and method" of such a change to
military policy.
Bradley voted in 1993 for aSen
ate amendment to lift outright the
military's ban on Gays. But Con
gress passed — andClinton signed
into law — the "don't ask, don't
tell" policy allowing Gays toserve
as long as their sexuality remained
a secret.
Gore, in this campaign season,
has said only that the current policy
has led to too many unfairGay dis
charges and should be imple
mented with "more compassion."
Bradley's position "clearly rep
resents a different, more positive
thinking than the vice president's,"
said David Smith, spokesman for
Human Rights Campaign, the
nation's largest Gay right's group.
On the full menu of Gay issues,
Bradley and Gore have virtually
identical records, but Gore has
trumped Bradley in "energy and
commitment," Smith said.
"Senator Bradley comes off as
ambivalent at best. But thesestate
ments in this article certainly send
the right message and I'm sure it
will cause several potential voters
to perhaps look more closely at his
candidacy," Smith said.
In 1996 exit polls, self-identi
fied Gay voters accounted for 5
percent of the total voting public,
and 7 percent of Clinton'ssupport.
Bradley campaign spokesman
Eric Hauser said Bradley gave the
interview because the magazine
requested it and not to court Gay
voters.
"He spoke from his heart,"
Hauser said.
Telling the magazine thathe has
Gay friends but no Gay family
members, Bradley said homosexu
ality "happens to be an attribute
about as meaningful as having
blond hair."

Democratic Presidential Hopeful Bill Bradley

WOLF RIVER
PLUMBING

& PIPING

RESIDENTIAL
COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL
REPAIRS
REMODELING
NEW CONSTRUCTION
BACKFLOW PREVENTION
INSTALLED/CERTIFIED/REPAIRED
#BF 1540

853-5506

LICENSED • BONDED
#P0783

#M5538

Fall Clean-up Time!

IBSSEOUE
RV's • Trucks • Car Interiors

• Steam Clean
• Pretreat
• Deoderizer
• Disinfectant

• Furniture Moved
• Stain Removal
• Rust Removal.
• Pet Odor Control
CARPETGUARD AVAILABLE

LEE WATSON
Owner

RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL
24 HOUR SERVICE

327-6165
FREE ESTIMATES
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GATEWAY TRAVEL
HAS MOVED!!!!!
Our new address is
574 SOUTH COOPER
OCT 6-12

Black & Blue
Festival - Montreal

OCT 11-17

P-Town Women's
Week

OCT 17-24

Fantasia Fair in
Provincetown

OCT 22-30

Fantasy Fest in Key
West

OCT 28-31

IGRA Rodeo Finals
in Little Rock

NOV 25-28

White Party
Weekend in South
Beach

DEC 3-5

Holly Folly in
Provincetown

International Gay I Lesbian Travel Association

IGLTA
NEW HOURS!!!!
Monday - Friday
Saturday

9:00-5:30
11:00-2:00

Memphis Teams Take
Honors At Nashville
Softball Tournament

Memphis Pride Announces
First-Ever Memphis GLBT
Community Scholarship Fund
and availability of funds.
Anyone interested in taking ad
vantage of the scholarship fund
should contact Memphis Pride by
calling 32-PRIDE andrequesting an
application or e-mailing Pride at
MphsPride@aol.com.
Anyone wishing to make a do
nation to Pride towards this fund
should make their check payable to
Memphis Pride Inc. and mail the
check to GLBT Community Schol
arship Fund c/oMemphis Pride, Inc.
P.O. Box 111265, Memphis, TN
38111.

Memphis Pride Inc. is seeking
support from the entire GLBTcom
munity in its latest endeavor.
The newly elected board of
Pride has approved a measure to
create the community's first-ever
Gay, Lesbian, bisexual and
transgender community scholar
ship fund.
MPI supports the belief that
knowledge is power and our com
munity should seek to support
those GLBT persons who wish to
better themselves through higher
education.

While MPI plans to establish and
manage this fund, it hopes that the
GLBT individuals, businesses,orga
nizations and churches will support
the fund through donations.
MPI plans to form a selection
committee from community leaders
who will meet to determine, who of
the eligible applicantswill receive the
grant and how much.
Grants are intended to help sub
sidize and offset thecosts associated
with attending school such as books
and supplies. Grants will range from
$250 to$500 based on financial need

Fall is here, and in the Ozarks,
it's almost time for the bi-annual
Diversity Celebration Weekend in
Eureka Springs, Ark. This event,
scheduled for Nov. 5-7, will be big
ger and better than ever.
Metropojitan
Community
Church's's Friday night dance and
carnival will kick off the weekend
at the top of the Basin Park Hotel.
On Saturday morning, stroll the
streets of Eureka on a historic (and
colorful) walking tour, canoeon the
White River, or hikein Lake Leatherwood Park.
In the early afternoon, bring the
kids to a "family" family picnic at
Harmon Park, sing like you're in
the shower at karaoke, or listen to
the sounds of local and visiting
Gay/Lesbian musicians at several
different venues around town. And
be sure to visit all the wonderfully

www.loudboybarnes.com, to get a
unique shops, and support the Di
versity Cooperative businesses of taste of their music.)
And it's not over yet.Don't miss
Eureka Springs.
Then, after a delightful dinner the dance and drag show on Sun
(it's Eureka Springs' Food and day afternoon at Center Stage. Be
Wine Festival weekend, too), work sides the always exciting, always
off those calories at two fantastic surprising performances of
Domonique Daniels, Carla Renee,
dances. At Center Stage, DJ Jon
will raise the roof with high energy Miss Helga, Tara T'Neil and
club music. And the Basin Park Tabitha Taylor of Tulsa, Okla., and
Hotel Ballroom will come alive our ever-popular DJ, Jon Caswell,
with electrifying performances by "Barnes" will make aguest appear
L.A.-based "Barnes", a dynamic ance!
So call your friends, select your
GLAMA-winning
singer/
songwriter (and former lead singer wardrobe, and make your lodging
of The Nylons), whose sound is an reservations now. You won't want
eclectic hybrid of electronic pop to miss this weekend. Call The
with a rock'n' roll swagger,and the Emerald Rainbow at (501 )
or
visit
fabulous "Doris Daze," an -253-5445
all-women's pop/rock.band that is www.shimaka.com/eureka/diversity to get a full schedule of activicurrently making a big splash in
Dallas. (Check out these websites,
www.mp3.com/dorisdaze and

Event: Eureka Springs, Ark, Diversity
Celebration Weekend

Volleyball League to
Begin Play
The Bluff City Sports Assoc.
Volleyball League will begin play
in November continuing through
the end of January with a few
weeks off for the upcoming holi
days.
Player sign-up is set for Tues.,
Nov. 2, from 7 to 9 pm atGlenview
Community Center, located near S.
McLean Boulevard and Lamar
Avenue. This will be the league's
third year there and the center is
looking forward to our return. The

gym will be closed except for vol
leyball play. Regular games will be
played on Tuesday nights begin
ning Nov. 9.
The league will informal and
fun. Teams will be formed,but they
will be able to pick up extra play
ers if needed. The league wants to
give an opportunity for some fun
during the long winter nights.
Call 374-9787 for information,
exact address and directions.

By Chuck Saylor
Several teams from Memphis competed in the ninth Annual Music
City Classic Softball Tournament Sept 17-19.
Re/Max, Jungle Jocks and J-Wag's Jaguars ventured to the Music
City hoping for great play from their teams while meeting other people
from the Southeast for fun and sportsmanship.
The Jungle Jocks and Re/Max competed in the C Recreational Divi
sion. The Jaguars were entered in the C Competitive Division. Registra
tion was held Friday night with team brackets and start times posted,
with play beginning at 8 a.m. Saturday morning.
The tournament continued into Sunday afternoon with two Memphis
teams snaring trophies. The Jaguars took first place honors in the C Com
petitive Division against eight other teams and Re/Max finished third in the
C Rec Division while pitted against 15 teams in their division.
Scores from Memphis teams were:
Re/Max
11
Brewmaster - Atlanta
8
Heretic Saints - Atlanta
6
Re/Max
Wildcats - Nashville
8
Re/Max
12
Hard Knox - Knoxville
10
Re/Max
Wildcats - Nashville
14
Re/Max
DC La Cage
23
Jungle Jocks
Atlanta Metro
10
Jungle Jocks
Tool
Box
Birmingham
6
10
Jungle Jocks
DC La Cage
13
Jungle Jocks
Chargers
Atlanta
17
15
Jungle Jocks
Jungle - Tampa
10
Jaguars
Posse - Huntsville
7
22
Jaguars
Jaguars
Cutting Edge - Nashville
9
Posse - Huntsville
5
14
Pink Pyramid - Cincinnati 10
Jaguars
Miller Time - Cleveland
4
Jaguars
Many of the games were exciting for the players and fans with some
very close scores. As usual, good defense and timely hitting win close
games, and there were no exceptions here.
Congratulations to the Jaguars and Re/Max on their weekend triumphs,
and to the Jocks for providing great team effort and desire to play well.
All teams who participate in tournaments represent Memphis and the
softball league, and we could not ask for any more from our teams.

/tphro«lite
PRESEKTS

BWMT
Black and White Wen Together
Box 42157
Memphis, TN 38174-2157
Phone: 278-0188
Jackson, MS BWMT
801-373-0034
htt|»://www.geoc,ilios.coiii/wos(hollywo»d/9f)13

See Calendar on page 20 for event info.
Space donated as a public service of the Triangle Journal News
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IF YOU HAVE NEVER SEEN APHRODITE PERFORM,
COME ON DOWN AND HAVE SOME FUN AND
IAUGHS WITH US.
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The Millennium Vote: Ford is not a Better Idea
Commentary by
Ira King
-To vote, or not to vote? That is
the question! Whether it is nobler
to cast your vote and have a voice,
or to admit theattempt is futile and
stay home.
I say VOTE! AsGay Americans
we experience so many discrimi
natory attitudes and practices.

Many laws that were written for
all the people, but are selfishly re
served for avowed heterosexuals
can only be changed by the power
of the vote.
The vote is the one tool a clos
eted homosexual can publicly uti
lize in the privacyof a voting booth
and still stay in the closet if he or
she chooses. And so, please exer
cise your right and privilege.

LM115 Wort>

Christian Church
f. Kvflc I>e*rcn, Pastor
VW N.C*rWit>
Mcwphb, TN 95104
Pfiorwr 27&-OS77

Mom<N5
Evening

W A.m.
6 p.m.
7 p.m.

"And in accordance with this will of God, we
have been made holy, consecrated, and
sanctified through the offering made once for
all of the body of Jesus Christ"
Hebrews 10:10 AMP
Join us as we praise and worship
Our Awsome God!

GAYELLOW PAGES™
The ORIGINAL Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
8 Transgendei yellow pages: since 1973
All editions now include a SEPARATE SECTION FOR WOMEN
U.SJCANADA: $16 postpaid: Nationwide resourcesincluding headquarters
of national organizations; publications; mail order companies, etc, plus
complete city by city information forall the States and Provinces.
GREATER NORTHEAST: $10postpaid: CT, DC, DE,
ME, MD, MA, NH, NJ, NY, OH,PA, Rl, VA, VT, WV.
SOUTH/SOUTHERN MIDWEST: $10postpaid: AL, AR, AZ, DE, DC, FL,GA, HI, KS, KY

LAMBDA RISING 800-621-6969
A DIFFERENT LIGHT 800-343-4002

and many others

A

For free listing application, prices,
mailing labels, etc., please send
self-addressed stamped envelope
to Renaissance House,
PO Box 533-TN, Village Stn, NY, NY 10014
jfr ORIGINAL m
Voice: 212-674-0120
Jtr\LBsfeiGayGiyTra^A
Fax:212-420-1126
gayello@banet.net

|^Jttp://gaye I lowpages.com
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if his brother is elected, he will be doesn't want to rock the boat for
more than willing to work behind fear of someone beinjg tossed-overthe scenes to run Memphis. Do-we board. Sad to say, but we have a |
really need to go from Boss Crump few public officials who deserve to
of the 30s to Boss Ford in the 90s? be tossed overboard.
City Council Races The city I
I think not.
I have had the privilege over the council races are another matter.
past few weeks of attending sev There are those on the council al
eral political forums. After listen ready who deserve another term, f
ing to the many candidates for
They are Myron Lowery, Brent
mayor give their spiels, I am Taylor, John Vergos and Barbara
equally divided between the in Swearengen Holt. Those not de
cumbent, Mayor W. W. Herenton, serving another term include 1
and former City Councilman and Rickey Peete (although I don't 1
current County Commissioner think Prince Mongo Hodges would ;
Shep Wilbun.
be any better. It's 1
M a y o r
like voting for
Opinions expressed in
Herenton is
two clowns), Pat !
editorials,commentaries
strong on edu
Vanderschaaf |
cation and has a
and letters are those of
and Janet P. j
record to prove
Hooks.
the authors.
it. He is very
Newcomers i
conciliatory
who are exciting j
when it comes to race relations. and willing to take Memphis boldly
Mayor Herenton has the vision and and confidently into the next :
the stature to do the job.
millenium include Tujuan Stout
Commissioner Shep Wilbun,on Mitchell in District 3, Ira L. King
the other hand, has some wonder
in District 4, Perry Bond in District
ful ideas about how to put people
6, and Richard Parks in District 9, ;
to work and clean up the city at the Position 3.
same time. Mr. Wilbun has done
Since this is mycolumn, I willtoot
his homework when it comes to my own horn. It's about time Mem
children and school issues. He is
phis, Tenn., had an openly Gay City
an analytical thinker. His major Council member. It's about time the
flaw is his lack of charisma. The community was represented by
man has the personality of belly someone who is not afraid of what
button lint. However, personality
others say or think about his sexualand charisma can be developed
ity. It's about time the Gay commugiven the right circumstances. I
nity in Memphis was represented by
would truly love to see some of his someone who is out of the closet and
ideas come to fruition.
realizes that his life and the lives of
Many are planning to vote for those around him areabout more than
Jerry Lawler as a protest vote. his sexuality. I AM THAT MAN.
DON'T WASTE YOUR VOTE!
I don't want people to votefor me
One of the great things about liv- because I'm Gay. I want your vote
ing in America is the right to be
because I have the necessary combiwrong. Mr. Lawler has, by his own nation of education, training and life
admission, no idea about what it
experience to qualify for the job of
means to be a public official. He city councilman. I want your vote
doesn t know anything. But, he
because I want you to have the best
plans to surround himself with representation possible. I AM THE
people who do, should he become MAN to provide that representation.
mayor. This is adangerous posture
In 1999 a Black man wasdragged
for a city the size and caliber of
behind a truck in Jasper, Tex., sim
Memphis to be in.
ply because he was Black. In Wyo
Mary Rose McCormick should
ming a young college student was
be home baking brownies. To be tied to a fence in freezing tempera
honest, the woman is not all there.
tures until he was dead, because he
Although she has spent several
Gay. We needsomeone who will
years on the city council, and has help sponsor laws that willstop such
even chaired the council, she has atrocities. I AM THAT MAN. I
no concrete solutions to the prob- shamelessly say to you that a votefor
ems that plague Memphis. Herso- Ira L. Kingis a vote not for civilrights
lution to every problem is to sue or special rights, but basic human
the state of Tennessee for more tax rights.
dollars.
When you go to the polls to vote
. ^ fete Sisson wants to be on Thurs., Oct. 7, remember: Ford is
everybody's mayor." Well, in
not a better choice. Use your comemphis that's just not going to mon sense. Read the material pubbappen. Mr. Sisson, like Ms. lished by the League of Women VotcCormick, has no substantiveso- ers. Read the candidate profiles publutions or .deas.
lished in The Commercial Appeal
• _ .e.is a truemiddle-of-the-road, Make your vote count. If you don't
nve-atid-let-hve candidate. He vote, you don't have a voice.

VOTE!
Mayoral Race Ford is not a bet
ter idea. Who dp you want running
the city and/or the state govern
ment, a person or a family? Harold
Ford Jr. not withstanding (and for
whom a have a great deal of re
spect), Memphians do not need to
assist the Fords in establishing a
dynasty in Memphis. Harold Ford,
Sr. has made it perfectly clear that

Worship Service to Emphasize Hope And
Compassion for Those Affected By AIDS
The 11th Annual Ecumenical
Service of Prayer and Healing in a
Time of HIV/AIDS will be held on.
Sun., Oct. 10 at 6 p.m. at Calvary
Episcopal Church, located at Sec
ond Street and Adams Avenue in
downtown Memphis.
The service is for everyone, not
just those with HIV and AIDS, be
cause the impact of the HIV/AIDS
pandemic has touched every seg
ment of our society. The service
includes the laying on of hands and
prayers for healing of all people
affected by HIV and AIDS, includ
ing people living with HIV/AIDS,
their caregivers, families and

friends.
The ecumenical nature of this
service allows clergy of'many area
churches and denominations from
throughout Memphis to participate
in the service, including the laying
on of hands and prayers for heal
ing.
A "fabric sculpture" designed
by local artisan David Johnson will
hang in the sanctuary of Calvary
Church during the month of Octo
ber. This dramatic stenciled fabric
hanging, draped through the deco
rative supports in the church's ceil
ing, is David's tribute to those who
have lived and died during the

MID TOWN

AIDS epidemic.
The sermon will be delivered by
Reverend John Glaze, pastor of
Golden United Methodist Church
and chairman of the AfricanAmerican Pastors' Consortium.
Singer Naomi Moody will be
the featured soloist. A reception
immediately follows the program.
A nursery will be available, and
the entire service will be signed for
the hearing-impaired and is acces
sible for the physically-challenged.
For more information, please
call Calvary Episcopal Church at
901-525-6602.

High Heels, High Hats VIII Set for Oct. 23
Always anticipated, alwaysfun!
The popular Friends For Life
(Aloysius Home-AIDS Resource
Center) annual cokurtie ball prom
ises to be creatiWly challenging
again this year, ds the theme is a
tribute to the Sexy, Sensational,
Shagadelic Sixties!
The sixties were just too, too
much: the twist, Barbie doll, Nehru
jackets, the Beatles, shift dresses,
Laugh-In, Woodstock, The
Monkees, Twiggy, mini skirts,
James Bond and Barbarella. The
possibilities for big time fun cos
tumes are positively endless.
Memphis' most outlandish
party returns to Amnesia, the scene
of last year's smash hit party. But
some things will be different, like
brighter lights and special seating.
The entertainment this year is the
forever fabulous and everyonei's
favorite, Joyce Cobb!
Joyce will bring along her 8piece band to entertain wildly while
everyone struts their creative stuff
for all to see.
The party is Saturday night, Oct.
23, from 7-12. General admission
tickets are $25 in advance, $30 at
the door, but there areother options
this year.
Tables are available in the Over
look Section that offers an "overthe-heads view" of the action.
Each table seats four, and the $50
per person (or $200 per table) ad
mission includes free champagne
during the party.

. Another option is the Absolute
\H)(lka V.I.P. room in the Red Bar,
which offers the best opportunity
t(5Watcli everyone'asthey cdifie in.
Tfie'$100 per person donation in
cludes private entertainment, food
and (this will get your attention) an
open bar!
Prizes will be awarded for best
individual and group costumes that
best reflect the party's theme, and
the People's Choice Grand Prize
will be awarded to the person or
group that raises the most money
($ 1 per "vote" for any costume(s)
and yes, you can "vote" for your
self). Don't miss Memphis' most
amusing and amazing costume
party. Call the Friends For Lifeof
fice at 272-0855for ticket informa
tion.

The Day After Brunch
In an incredible display of gen
erosity, Cafe Society,one of Mem
phis' most highly regarded and
popular restaurants, is once again
hosting The Day After Brunch,
now in its fourth year.
Normally closed on Sunday af
ternoons, Cafe Society willopen its
doors on Sun., Oct. 24, "the day
after" High Hats, High Heels, to
supporters of Friends For Life
(Aloysius Home-AIDS Resource
Center).
Chef Michel Leny, has created
a special three-course Sunday
brunch especially for the occasion:
Cuervo-cured salmon salad, Crepe

HARBOR TOWN

Get Moore!
Glenn Moore

U of M

Broker. Owner. MBA

• Moore Service
• Moore Experience, 15 years
• Moore Memphis Market Knowledge
• Moore Computer Technology
• Moore Representation!

_ 377-1057
|M WOODLAND
EAST MEMPHIS

CORDOVA

Positive Living Under Stress

Maurice, and Tiramisu.
Last year's brunch at Cafe So
ciety"wasperfecfin everyway, arid'"""
tljis year's brunch will certainly be
jpst as wonderful.
Reservations are $25 per person
for tables of 2;4 and 6,'and the pro
ceeds will benefit Friends For
Life's Hearth and Home Emer
gency Fund. Friend For Life is
very grateful to Michel, Bill
Tomlinson, and the incredible
kitchen and wait staffs at Cafe So
ciety for donating their day off in
support to Friends For Life and the
Hearth and Home Emergency
Fund.
Make your reservations now by
calling the Friends For Life office
at 272-0855.

A weekly support group for gay and
bisexual men living with HIV
The group meets on Mondays at Friends For Life,
1384 Madison Ave, and is open to Gay and bisexual
men who are HIV positive. To join the group one
must first become a client of Friends For Life and
be able to provide proof of HIV status.
For meeting times and any additional information,
please contact Michael Kiggins
at 272-0855 during business hours
Advertising space donated as apublic service of The Triangle Journal News

Buns on the Run
2150 Elzey Avenue, just east of Cooper
Open Mon 7am - 3pm; Tues - Fri, 7am - 6pm; Sat 7am - 2pm

Pam and Sharron have the coffee on
and the griddle hot at 7 each morning.
Start your day with a hot, hearty
breakfast from Buns on the Run.

CLUB
NIGHT
Sat., October 16
10 P.M.
PIPELINE
levi-leather club

SHOW
YOUR LEATHER!

Space donated as a public service of the Triangle Journal News
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Groundbreaking PBS Special: The Castro Profiles a
Neighborhood and a Movement
Out of the heart of San Fran
cisco comes an epic story that is at
once poignant and controversial—
a tale of social upheaval, political
assassination,-and devastating
plague—all happening within a
few square blocks, and in just afew
short years.
The Castro, will air Sat.,Oct. 16
from 10-11:30 p.m. on WKNO
Channel 10. The 90-minute
documentary tells the dramatic
story of how a quiet corner of San
Francisco became the cornerstone
of a movement—an international
symbol of Gay liberation.
Using rare archival film and
fresh contemporary footage, the
story of the Castro's transformation
is told here for the first timeon tele
vision. Because it is a recent chap
ter in American social history, the
story is told by the people who
lived it: young and old,straight and
Gay. They bring to life a history
ranging from the discriminatory
world of the 1950s, through the
flowering of "Gay power,"and into
the age of AIDS.

"The drama in this one neigh
borhood is remarkable, " says pro
ducer/director Peter L. Stein. "It's
the story of men and women who
came to San Francisco, seeking a
place to call home when their own
homes were often hostile to them.
In the process they built a whole
culture, with nationwide ramifica
tions."
What happened in the Castro
changed the way Americans
viewed Gays and Lesbians. Forthe
first time, this long-persecuted mi
nority had the audacity to lay claim
to a residential neighborhood as its
own—and to begin exercising its
own political and economic clout.
The Castro of the 1970s became,
for many Gays and Lesbians, both
a haven from prejudice, and a
model for joining the fabric of
middle-class American society. At
the same time, the neighborhood
became a lightning rod for
America's growing discomfort
with the new openness of Gays in
their midst.

Sewttty our
vi 9 tf&vu! T^lea&e call tnc
(v&est cyou one ready try 4elt
or td fuvteAa&e a Tummc.
cvant ta &e eyour teal estate
connection.
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SOWELL & COMPANY
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STEVE SOLOMON

Q

Broker

MLS

Office (901) 278-4380
Residence (901) 363-1060
154 S. Cooper • Memphis, TN 38104
e-mail: STEVENCl@AOL.COM

Spiritual Resources
in the Memphis Area
Calvary Episcopal Church - 525-6602
First Congregational Church - 278-6786
First United Methodist Church - 527-8362
'Holy Trinity Community Church - 320-9376
Idlewild Presbyterian Church - 726-4681
Living Word Christian Church - 276-0577
Memphis Friends Meeting - 323-3196
Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church - 756-5433
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church - 327-8479
Safe Harbor MCC - 458-0501
St. John's United Methodist Church - 276-4104
St. Patrick Catholic Church - 527-2542
St. Therese Catholic Church - 276-1312
Unitarian Church of the River - 526-8631
Unity Church (Kirby Rd.) - 754-4241
Published as a public service by the Triangle Journal News.
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The Castro Reveals
Factors in the
Transformation of the
Neighborhood
The roots of a Gay subculture
in San Francisco long pre-date the
rise of the Castro in the 1970s. De
spite having a reputation for tol
erance, San Franciscoexperienced
a period of harsh harassment of
Gays and Lesbians through the
1950s. Ironically, that discrimina
tion helped build a politically
aware Gay community in San
Francisco that drew national at
tention in the 1960s.
Not long after the famed
"Summer of Love" in 1967, the
demise
of
the
nearby
Haight-Ashbury
district
prompted many of San
Francisco's counter-culture Gay
youth to migrate "over the hill"
to what was called Eureka Valley,
in search of cheap communal hous
ing.
Harvey Milk, a local merchant
and charismatic neighborhood
booster, became known as "the
Mayor of Castro Street" through
his efforts to organize a new po
litical force out of the Gay culture
springing up in the Castro. Elected
to the Board of Supervisors in
1977, he became the first openly
Gay elected official in California.
Just a year later, his assassination
by a fellow supervisor rocked the
city, and signaled just how volatile
an issue the integration of Gaysand
Lesbians into mainstream society
still was, even in San Francisco,

The "Castro Clone"became a distinguishing feature of Gay Liberation in
the 1970s, as thousands of Gay men created a brash street culture with
unparalleled openness—asignificantdeparture from previous stereotypes.
Photo credit: Emery Reiff/courtesy of the Gay and Lesbian Historical Society of Northern
California.

• The Lesbian and Gay pioneers
who paved the way for a commu
nity to evolve in San Francisco in
the 1950s, such as Dorrwin Jones,
who says "I often tell young people
that we weren't just in closets. We
were under rocks. It was that bad."

Meet Witnesses to an
Ongoing Movement
• The original merchants and
families of Eureka Valley, like
Sharon Johnson, who says "I re
member my father being horri
fied... The very idea that
homosexuals were moving into the
neighborhood was scary to them.
They didn't know what that meant
for them."

Ptctured here in his first campaign
for San Francisco Supervisor,
Harvey Milk quickly became the
spokesman for the Gay community
that formed in the Castro. Milk was
elected on his third try in 1977,
becoming the first openly Gay
elected official inCalifornia. He was
assassinated in 1978.

MASSAGE
O*

'fac.

• Those who planted rainbow
flags in the neighborhood in the
'70s, including Walter Park, who
says, "When I was 25, the Castro
meant 'Gay men in'an island' and
we really needed that."
• The self-styled "queer" youth
disaffected from the neighborhood
today such as Rachel Timoner,
who says, "TheCastro is like a mi
rage. On the surface it's supposed
to be one thing, but in reality, it's
something else. It's supposed tobe
a Gay Mecca, but when you get
there it's a commercial strip and
houses."
"The neighborhood has evolved
as Gay culture has evolved, " says
Stein. "Nowadays people are be
ginning to grapple with the prob
lem of the Castro being
predominately white, male and
middle-class. And the fear that the
place is becoming a kind of com
mercialized Gay theme park indi
cates how far the economic clout
of the neighborhood has come. It's
being seen not as an enclave now,
but a market niche —and that an
gers people.
The Castro has won a George
Foster Peabody Award, a CHINE
Golden Eagle Award and has been
invited to be screened at numerous
film festivals in the United States
and abroad.
The program continues the PBS
tradition of presenting universally
accessible programming that re
flects America's cultural history.
Take Pictures? Share Them!

NATIONALLY CERTIFIED MASSAGE THERAPIST

GENTLE, RELAXING
FULL BODY MASSAGE

761-7977

IN/OUT CALLS
GIFT CERTIFICATES

Send your
pictures to
TJN,
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111
or email to
memphistjn@aol.com

It Was an Unlikely Setting for a Revolution
A modest San Francisco neigh
borhood became, virtually over
night, an icon for a social and
political movement. Filmier Peter
L. Stein reflects on the making of
The Castro, which traces the dra
matic transformation of a quiet,
working-class neighborhood of
European immigrants into an
international symbol of Gaylibera-

Q. Why is this documentary
about a neighborhood in San Fran
cisco important to a national au
dience?
A. I think that the story of San
Francisco's Castro District is one
of the great immigrant stories of
our country. The twist is, though,
that these immigrants weren't flee
ing distant tyrants or famines, but
intolerant communities and fami
lies in their own country.Once they
found each other in the streets of
the Castro, they built a culture to
gether, found political strength, and
became part of a movement that
was sweeping the nation. More
than any other place, this one
neighborhood came to symbolize,
for better or for worse, the grow
ing visibility of a group of people
whose invisibility would have been
preferred by much of the country.
Q. You 're seeming to claim the
Castro is the first Gay neighbor
hood. How can that be?
A. Oh, even as far back as the
1920s there were certainly neigh
borhoods where homosexuals
knew they could find each other,
not only in San Francisco, but no
tably in Greenwich Village in New
York. But before the era of the
Castro, so-called "Gay neighbor
hoods" were associated strictly
with night life, or vice and pros
titution, or at best a kind of Bohe
mian attitude that tolerated
everybody, not just Gays and Les
bians. The Castro was really the
first place where-Gay people set out
to plant a rainbow flag in a neigh
borhood and stake a claim to it as
their turf, where they could own
businesses, buy property, elect their
own officials, and walk down the
street as a Gay or Lesbian person
24 hours a day. This was new. It
was a new way of thinking about
being a Gay person in America—
not only could you be visible, you
could have a home base, and your
strength could be counted at the
polls, at the cash register, in the
property tax rolls. That's a power
ful shift for a group of people who
never felt they could be "at home"
anywhere.
Nowadays you have neighbor
hoods in many cities—West Hol
lywood, Chicago's North Halsted
Street and Miami's South Beach,
for example—that are proudly
Gay-identified—but the Castro,
because it sprang up so fast and
with such notoriety, became a kind
of archetype of Gay America. It
also became a lightning rod for

America's discomfort
so-called "Gay power."

with

Q. It seems thatGay life was not
very well recorded until the explo
sion of the 1970s. Did that hamper
your efforts to tell the story?

Peter L. Stein, writer and director of
The Castro
a 90-minute
documentary chronicling the
dramatic story of how San
Francisco's Castro district became
an international symbol of Gay
Liberation.
A. Gay history is mainly a hid
den history until very recently. We
are fortunate in having a local re
pository, the Gay & Lesbian His
torical Society of Northern
California, that has tried to preserve
the images and the ephemera of
Gay life in this area. But it took a
lot of hunting; my associate pro
ducer David Condon and I spoke
with some 200 people before ever
rolling a foot of tape. Sometimes
we were fortunate in our discover
ies; a visiting out-of-towner hap
pened to find out about our project,
and supplied us with exquisite and
poignant home movies of Gay life
in San Francisco in the '40s and
'50s. And sometimes we lost out:
many of the important storytellers
of the Castro, who shpuld by all
rights be around to share their tale,
have died in thelast 15 years.AIDS
casts such an enormous shadow
over the neighborhood.
Q. Were you ever concerned
that the tragedy of AIDS would
overwhelm your documentary?
A. AIDS is overwhelming, and
it had to be dealt with in the story.
But here again, timeand history are
funny things—I don't think Icould
have made this documentary even
three years ago. The neighborhood
was still in the depths of a kind of
psychic trauma that couldn'tallow
for any perspective on the momen
tous drama that happened there in
the '70s. But when we began shoot
ing in 1996, it seems that Gay men
of the generation who had lived
through the nightmare were just
beginning to turn the corner on
AIDS—not simply from a health

standpoint, but in a larger sense. It
seems people were beginning totry
to make sense of the big picture—
and to remember with fondnessthe
roller-coaster ride they had been
on. And I think that joy of reminis
cence is so important.
Q. A surprising bit of trivia from
the documentary isthat one ofTony
Bennett's signature songs, "I Left
My Heart in San Francisco," was
written by two Gay men. Whatare
some other gems that you uncov
ered?
A. Yes, "I Left My Heart in San
Francisco" was written by George
Cory and Douglas Cross, two
songwriters from New York who
visited the city in the 1950s and
were obviously taken with what
they found here. It turns out that
San Francisco in the 1950s was
pretty well known as a friendly
town for Gays, despite the routine
entrapments, harassment and po
lice raids they suffered.
Another surprise I found—and
this is not really trivia at all, but
pretty important—was regarding
San Francisco's well developed
Gay political community long be
fore the Castro and Harvey Milk.
You know, "Gay liberation" is of
ten seen as being bornin June 1969,
with the riots at New York's Stone
wall Bar. And certainly, that upris
ing was nationally significant. But
four years earlier in San Francisco,
an incident took place on New
Year's Day that put this city's Gay
and Lesbian community on the
map. There was a raid on a Gay
fundraising event that angereda lot
of progressive heterosexuals (be
cause some of them had been ar
rested too!), and eventually a judge
threw out all the charges. It didn't
have the national impact that
Stonewall did but it helped develop
a public awareness in San Fran
cisco that Gays and Lesbians
should be, to some degree, left
unharassed.
And then of course there is the
Twin Peaks Bar. In theearly 1970s,
a couple of Lesbians boughtone of
the old Irish bars at the corner of
Castro and Market Streets. It was
pretty decrepit, dark and quiet. At
the time, the trend in the swinging
straight taverns was the "fern bar"
look—big windows, lots of plants,
and a big wooden bar. Well, the
women decided to open a Gay
men's bar with a similar look, and
they installed enormous plate glass
windows fronting Castro Street.
It's hard to believe, but it was the
first time that a Gay bar had opened
itself up so the world could look
inside. That was only 25 years ago.
And the bar is still there.
Q. What drew you to the story
of the Castro District?
A. I have a rather unusual con
nection to it, because I am one of
those rare people who didn't im
migrate to San Francisco to begin
a new life, but instead was actually

A corner of San Franciscobecame contested ground as thequiet, workingclass Eureka Valley neighborhood was transformed into 'The Castro," a
world-reknowned Gay mecca, in the 1970s.
Interestingly, though, when I
born and raised here—as was my
first moved back to San Francisco
father. We watched the neighbor
hood change before our eyes. So as an adult in the early '80s, I didn't
as a native, Icould sympathize with really like the Castro—I found it
claustrophobic, too homogeneous
the sense of loss that many of the
old-timers felt in seeing their and relentlessly sexualized. My
tight-knit community break apart. women friends felt invisible there.
But just as important, I'm keenly But after getting to know so many
aware of how transforming the ex men and women whose lives were
perience of the Castro was to a changed by the experience of the
neighborhood, I really came to
whole generation of Gay men and
women—the sense of finding their have a sense of wonder about the
"people" for thefirst time. SoI had
See The Castro on page 34
a unique perspective on thehistory.

As other denominations
tell you "No,"
we continue to proclaim
a joyous "YES !"

First Congregational
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
An Open and Affirming Church
celebrating the image of God in every person
and the sacred value of every human life

Come and Visit Us!
Sundays at 9:00 & 10:30 am; Wednesdays at 6:00 pm
246 South Watkins • 278-6786 phone; 278-2071 fax
Rev. Cheryl Cornish, pastor
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Possible Same-Sex Marriage Investigations Sought

NEED A HAND
WHEN BUVINC OR SELLING
REAL ESTATE?

BISBEE, Ariz. (AP) — The
Cochise County court clerk is ask
ing for investigations into twomar
riages to find out whether they
violate the state's law against
same-sex marriages.
Clerk Denise Lundin has asked
the Bisbee Police Department and
the Sierra VistaPolice Department
to investigate themarriages of Aida
Lopez and Brianna Thomas and of
Richard and Tiffany Edgar.
Pati Urias, a spokeswoman for
the Arizona attorney general, said
that though state law prohibits
same-sex marriage, there is nopen
alty for breaking the law.
"In reality, there is no marriage
and there is no divorce when,in the
eyes of the state, a marriage never
took place," Urias said.
The couples could, however,
face fraud chargesfor lying on their
marriage licenses if the allegations
are proven.
Lundin said a county Health
Department employee, suggested.
the Lopez-Thomas marriage in
volved women when the couple

applied for federal benefits.
The name, SocialSecurity num
ber and other information on a
marriage license taken out in 1998
on which Lopez said she was a
woman is the sameas the one taken
out in March of this year in which
Lopez claims to be a man, Lundin
said.
. Under the first license, Lopez
married a man in February 1998
and then filed for an annulment in
November, the court clerk said.
During part of the time Lopez
was married in November, she was
being held in the women's section
of the Cochise County Jail on
charges of armed robbery and kid
napping, said Carol Capas, Cochise
County Sheriff's Office.
Records at the jail show Lopez
was incarcerated in May 1998 and
released in December 1998, Capas
said.
Lundin said Lopez and Thomas
got a marriagelicense on July 6and
were married the same day in
Tombstone.
Thomas' father, Gary D. Tho

mas of Tombstone signed asa wit
ness on the marriage certificateand
denied the allegation that his
daughter had married a woman.
He said that while his son-inlaw is arguably effeminate,
"they're in a union just like the
Bible wants. He's the best partner
she's ever had, the best person
she's ever had in her life."
Lundin said she became con
cerned separately about the Edgar
marriage after a member of the
Constables Office for JusticeCourt
5 in Sierra Vista said the person
saying she was Tiffany is a man.
Tiffany Edgar recently filed for
a separation, Lundin said.
Richard Edgar told The Arizona
Daily Star that he first met Tiffany
Six years ago, when she still lived
her life as a man, but shortly after
they met, she began to dress and
live as a woman. Hesaid that since
then, Tjffany has begun the process
of changing gender.
Edgar said he told Lundinabout
his wife's genderafter Tiffany filed
for divorce, made him leave their

Pro-Gay Group Apologizes for Not
Sending Letter to Focus on the Family
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo.
(AP) — A representativeof a group
of pro-Gay religious leaders has
apologized for not sending Focus
on the Family a copyof a letter criti
cizing the fundamentalist ministry.
The letter, which was sent to the
media, criticized Focus on the
Family president James Dobson for
using false and inflammatory
rhetoric about Gays and Lesbians.
Rev. Nori Rost of thePikes Peak
Metropolitan Community Church
said the letter will now be sent to
Focus on the Family.
Rost said the group released it
to the media first so it could serve
as a public petition to Dobson and
so it would not bedismissed by the

Call on the Experts!

Henderson, Ky. Gives Initial Approval to
Gay Rights Ordinance

/ \ THE NEILSON GROUP, L L C
V / R E A L T O R S '
2719 Union Avenue, Extended
Memphis, Tennessee

324-5800
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honor of a Gay pride celebration.
group.
Ironically, Rost said she brought
"That really doesn't change the
sincerity in which we sent it out," a copy of the letter when she went
she said. "We'd really like to dia toFocus on the Family'sheadquar
ters to meet with representatives of
logue with Dr. Dobson."
Focus on the Family spokesman the ministry. However,she said she
Paul Hetrick said the group did not forgot to give them a copy after
send his ministry the letter because meeting for several hours.
Rost said the group wants to talk
its real goal was "to make a propa
about "misinformation and lies"
ganda statement" to the public.
"The letter was created for pub spread by Focus on the Family.
But she acknowledged they
lic consumption ... not for private
have to be carefulabout their rheto
consideration," Hetrick said.
Focus on the Family members ric.
"We don't want to classify Dr.
spoke about the letter on a Colo
rado Springs radio show. Most of Dobson as evil," she said. "We
the show focused on criticism of don't want to demonize the reli
Colorado Springs mayorMary Lou gious right."
Makepeace for declaringa week in

—

HENDERSON, Ky. (AP) —
City leaders have given initial ap
proval to a controversial ordi
nance prohibiting discrimination
against homosexuals.
The Henderson City Commis
sion voted 3-2 to send for a sec
ond reading and final vote a
measure making it illegal to dis
criminate against Gays and Les
bians in employment, housing
and public accommodations.
The vote over the objection of
many of the 575 residents in at
tendance at the Sept. 15 meeting
at the Henderson County High
School.
"It's much easier to support
the majority, but there are times
when public officials have to take

a stand," said Henderson Mayor
Joan Hoffman. Hoffman voted in
favor of the measure calling it a
"civil rights issue."
Commissioner Robby Mills
and Russell Sights voted against
it, citing moral grounds.
A second reading and final
vote is expected Sept. 28.
If approved, Henderson would
join Louisville and Lexington as
the three Kentucky cities to pass
similar measures. A proposed
state law banning discrimination
based on sexual orientation has
also been filed in advance of next
year's General Assembly.
The so-called Fairness Ordi
nance has been spearheaded, in
part, by Rev. Ben Guess and

members of Zion United Church
of Christ. Guess is openly Gay
and estimates about 40 percent of
his parish is homosexual.
The five-month public debate
on the issue has been divisive in
the town of 26,000. When Mayor
Hoffman spoke, she was booed
by the crowd.
The Henderson Human Rela
tions Commission held hearings
on the ordinance earlier, but made
no recommendations to city lead
ers.
"In God's world, homosexual
ity is wrong. What are you going
to say to God?" said Bud
Breamer, a school teacher and
Henderson resident opposed to
the i

residence and kept all his property.
Edgar insisted he was unaware
that same-sex marriage is prohib
ited in Arizona and would not have
gotten married if he had known.

When contacted at work and
asked about the allegation that she
was a man, Tiffany Edgar said,
"God, I hope not," then withheld
further comment.

Are you living with HIV/AIDS
and need help?
Now there's an answer.
Family Services of the Mid-South has been
awarded a grant to provide a variety of ser
vices to help people with HIV/AIDS improve
their lives.
You may be eligible for:
• Case Management
• Housing Placement
• Support groups for individuals,
partners, family members
• Individual and family counseling
• Resource Identification
• Emergency assistance for food,
rent, medicine, utilities.

If you'd like more information on these free
services, call 452-6208 and ask for information
about HOPWA
(Housing Opportunities for People with AIDS)
Published as a public

of The Triangle Journal News.

852 S. Cooper Memphis TN 38104

(901) 272-2853
You can get all your floral needs met
here at Lavender Earth.

It's Mum and Pansy time!

Tues-Sat
10am-5pm
Visa/MC/Disc/AE
'Www.Lavender Earth.com
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Use Of Gay Awareness Film For Teacher Training Heightens Debate
By Martha Irvine
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — Third-grad
ers in New York are seen debating
the idea of Gay marriage. Eighthgraders in San Francisco are heard
firing questions at a Gay man and
a Lesbian who visit their class
room.
Storytime for first- and secondgraders at a school in Cambridge,
Mass., is shown to include the book
Asha's Mums abouta little girl who
has two Lesbian mothers.
All are excerpts from a contro
versial documentary, It's Elemen
tary: Talking About Gay Issues in
School, which first caused a stir
when several public television sta
tions decided to air it this summer.
Now it's being used by many
school districts nationwide as a
training tool for teachers — unify
ing what some say is a growing
move to incorporate Gay and Les
bian issues into schoolcurriculums.
Critics say talk about such is
sues belongs at home. But others
argue it's a matter of dealing with

J

and, in turn, preventing violence
issues that students already see ev
against Gay and Lesbian students.
ery day in newspapers, on televi
"It's practical. It makes good
sion, in movies — and maybeeven
in their own communities or class sense. It's about safety forchildren.
I don't think anybody, regardless
rooms.
of their religious background, can
"Both schools and familieshave
argue with that," said Mary
to address the issue somehow be
Morten, Mayor Richard Daley's
cause it's there — and it's not go
ing back into the closet," said Tony liaison on Gay and Lesbian issues.
School officials in San Fran
D'Augelli, a psychologist at Penn
cisco, who also are using It's El
State's College of Health and Hu
ementary, have gone as far as
man Development.
imposing a ban on anti-Gay slurs.
Chicago school officials — who
"Go stand on a playground. I
stress that It's Elementary will not
guarantee you that you will hear
be shown to students — said re
within minutes kids saying, 'Oh,
cently that the district's 589 prin
that's so Gay. What are you, a
cipals would view the film
fag?"' said Kevin Gogin, who
beginning in September and re
counsels kids at the. San Francisco
ceive a copy for their schools. Of
Unified School District.
ficials now say they have revised
Moves to address Gay issues in
that plan, saying principals will be
the classroom are not, however,
told about the film during training
without opponents, among them
sessions and can requesta copy for
tough-talking radio talk show host
their schools.
Dr. Laura Schlessinger and several
A city official who helped get
religious groups who have made
the film into the district and who
It's Elementary a priority target.
will conduct the training sessions
Patti Johnson, a member of the
said the decision to providethe film
Colorado Board of Education who
was aimed at fostering tolerance

Memphis' Only
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Boy Toys

Jason & Friends
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Send your Free
Personals
by E-mail!
MemphisTJN @aol.com
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P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111-0485

Eareb Springs
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has spoken out against the use of
the film in her state,said she agrees
with having a no-slur policy but
said some teachers are going too
far.
"I don't think you have to go
into big, deep explanations, espe
cially when kids are little,"Johnson
said. "It's kind of like when you
want to stop a 2-year-old from run
ning into the street. They don't al
ways understand death or dying.
But they understand a quick swat
on the butt."
Filmmaker Debra Chasnoff,
who directed and co-produced the
film, said she's simply providing
to teachers who already

have to deal with such issues in the
classroom.
"It just doesn't work to say,
'We're going to all be nice to one
another. Don't use those words
here.' I think you need to explain
who those words are hurtful to,"
she said.
It's Elementary will be shown
at the University of Memphis Psy
chology Auditorium on Tues., Oct.
5 at 7 p.m. The viewing is jointly
sponsored by the University of
Memphis Students for Bisexual,
Gay and Lesbian Awareness;
Memphis Area Gay Youth; and the
Lesbian and Gay Coalition forJus
tice, Memphis Chapter.

Man Alleges State Police
Barred Him From Rest Areas
BOSTON (AP) — A man con
victed of soliciting sex at a
Wareham rest stop has filed suit
against three Massachusetts state
police officers, claiming they've
since forced him to leave other
Cape Cod rest areas.
The man, reportedly aGay Cape
Cod resident who works as a state
psychologist, identified himself
only as "John Doe" in court docu
ments filed in Middlesex Superior
Court last week.
Doe was convicted of lewd and
lascivious behavior in Feb. 1998 in
Wareham District Court after hav
ing sex in the woods near a
Wareham rest stop with another

man. As part of his probation, he
agreed to stay away from the
Wareham rest area.
In his suit, Doeclaims that since
then a state trooper has stopped him
several times at other Cape Cod rest
areas and asked him to leave, in
violation of his civil rights, the
Boston Herald reported.
He also claims the officer,
Trooper Shawn Walsh, verbally
threatened him.
Timothy Burke, Walsh's attor
ney, said Walsh was cleared of
wrongdoing in a review last year.
He said Walsh may file a defama
tion lawsuit against Doe.

Police: Gay Couple Killed
After Being Forced To
Record Message
REDDING, California (AP) —
Two brothers killed a Gay couple
after forcing them to record an an
swering machine message saying
they had suddenly become ill and
were leaving town for medical
help, authorities say.
Benjamin Williams, 31, and
James Williams, 29, could face the
death penalty if convicted of murdering Gary Matson, 50, and
Winfield Mowder, 40. The men
were found shot to death in their
bed July 1 in rural Happy Valley
near Redding, about 240 miles
northeast of San Francisco.
The suspects have pleaded in
nocent.
According to the court docu
ments, sheriff's deputies went to
the victims' home after Matson's
relatives thought the answering
machine message sounded forced
and odd, and may have been some
one else's voice.
The message said the victims
were headed to San Francisco to
see "a specialist friend" for medi-

cal help and would return "in about
a week."
"On the message, it's evident
that the person who recorded the
message is under distress and was
possibly forced to make the record
ing," officers said.
In the background, another
voice can be heard saying, "just
calm down."
Based on information from
Matson's father and brother, inves
tigators said the message was re
corded "very close" to the time of
the slayings.
The documents were unsealed
Tuesday following a legal chal
lenge by several news organiza
tions.
Evidence found in the brothers'
homes also allegedly links them to
June arson fires thatcaused $ 1 mil
lion in damage at three California
synagogues. No charges have been
filed in the fires.
Authorities also found handouts
from the World Church of the Cre
ator, a white supremacist group.

Indiana Lawsuit Accuses Judges of Denying Promotion to
Lesbian Probation Officer
By Rick Callahan
Associated Press Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (AP)—The In
diana Civil Liberties Union has sued
Carroll County's circuit and superior
court judges, accusing them of not
promoting a female probation officer
because she is a Lesbian.
The suit alleges Circuit Court
Judge Joseph Carey and Superior
Court Judge Jeffrey Smith violated
deputy probation officer Sheri
Moore's constitutional rights when
they refused to consider her for the
post of chief probation officer.
According to her lawsuit, the
judges "agreed together to discrimi
nate against Sheri Moore because of
her sexual orientation ... They acted
out of personal bias and their actions
constitute a conspiracy todeprive her
of equal protection."
The lawsuit, filed Sept. 13 in U.S.
District Court inLafayette, states that
Moore had served as a deputy proba
tion officer since 1995 when the
county's longtime chief probationof
ficer announced his resignation on

June 1.
Two days later, Moore asked
Smith to consider her for the chief
probation job, the suit states. During
their conversation, Smith allegedly
told Moore, 36,that heand Carey had
decided together not to consider her
as a candidate for the job because of
her sexual orientation.
Smith also told Moore she was
embarrassing the court by dating a
woman, according to the suit, which
says Moore's relationship with the
woman "had no bearing on her abil
ity" toperform the dutiesof chief pro
bation officer.
The suit, which seeks punitiveand
compensatory damages andattorney's
fees, also alleges Smith questioned
court employees about Moore's
sexual orientation and dating habits.
Smith and Carey eventually ap
pointed a heterosexual male with no
probation experience the new chief
probation officer, the lawsuit stated.
"She was very qualified, went to
apply for the position of chief proba
tion officer and the reason she was
turned down is that she is a Lesbian.

U. of Pittsburgh Wants to
Seal Court Documents in
Gay Rights Case
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Shortly
after the University of Pittsburgh's
chancellor tried to separate the school
from comments about Gays made by
a top Pitt official in a deposition, the
school wants to sealdocuments in the
case from public view.
Pitt lawyers asked Pittsburgh's
Commission on Human Relations to
seal depositions and other materials
in a case brought by six former and
current university employees that al
leges discrimination because of
sexual orientation.
A trial on the lawsuit isscheduled
for Feb. 8,2000.
The university's requestto seal the
documents followed a story last
month in the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
reporting that trustees Chairman J.
Wray Connolly opposed Gay people
working in child care for fear they
would impress an alternativelifestyle
on children.
Connolly offered his views in a
deposition related to the civil rights
complaint filed against Pitt with the
Human Relations Commission. The
complaint alleges that Pitt discrimi
nates against Gay people by not ex
tending medical benefits to same-sex
partners of employees that Pitt pro
vides to spouses of married employ
ees.
Pitt Chancellor MarkNordenberg
issued a statement saying that
Connolly's views did not reflect uni
versity policy.
'Those personal reservations are
not reflected in institutional policies
or practices," Nordenberg said. 'To

the contrary, we do not screen on the
basis of sexual orientation for any of
our educational or employment op
portunities — whether they relate to
child care or not."
In seeking toseal documents inthe
case, Pitt's lawyers argue that the
people who have sued the school are
trying to exertextra pressure by mak
ing public statements about the case.
'The leaking to the news media
of the transcript of the discovery
deposition ... (was) a patent effort to
damage Mr. Connolly's reputation
and credibility, invadehis privacy, an
noy and embarrass him," the motion
by Pitt's lawyers said.
The Human Relations Commis
sion has askedlawyers for theAmeri
can Civil Liberties Union — which
is representing the people who have
sued Pitt — to respond to the request
to seal thedocuments, and to respond
to Pitt's request that they restrain their
public comments about the case.
Witold Walczak, executivedirec
tor of theACLU chapterin Pittsburgh,
said his office would fight tokeep the
documents open to public review. He
said the discovery material is sup
posed to be availableunless there are
specific reasons toseal it, such as pro
tecting trademark secrets.
"It seems like they are embar
rassed by what Mr.Connolly said and
they don't wantany other embarrass
ing material to be released publicly.
Quite frankly; that's not a good rea
son for sealing these documents,"
Walczak said.

They hired someonefrom the outside,
somebody who doesn't haveas much
experience," said Ken Falk,an ICLU
attorney.
Moore served as acting chief pro
bation officer forabout two weeksun
til current chief probation officer

David Morrison began his job at the
Carroll County governmentoffices in
Delphi, the suitsaid. Shecontinues to
work for the county.
In a statement released Sept. 17,
Smith and Carey denied violating
Moore's rights. They said they hired

Morrison as chief probationofficer in
stead of promoting Moore"after care
ful consideration."
"We did what was in the best in
terest of the countyand the court sys
tem," Smith said.

Victim of Anti-Gay Attack Fights for
His Attackers
FORT WAYNE, Ind. (AP) —
Jimmie Costelow once thought of
leaving town after being beaten,
stripped and left for dead in the
middle of a road because heis Gay.
Instead, he has stayed to fight
for the three teens charged in the
June 10 attack. Costelow, an Air
Force veteran who served time in
prison for drunken driving, said he
wants to see them join the Army
instead of being jailed.
"They are young and dumb," he
said. "It's not worth it to mess their
lives up."
Early on June 10, three teens
approached Costelow while he was
walking home from a Gay bar.
They asked him for money, but
he only had twodollars. He offered
to get them money with his ATM
card. He pleaded with them not to
hurt him.
They called him "faggot" and
two of them jumped him. A third
directed the others to take hispants
and shoes.
Authorities have charged Daniel
Smasal, 19, Andrew Rogers, 18,
and Shawn Bacon, 19, in the attack.
Rogers and Bacon each face
charges of battery and robbery,
Smasal is charged with aiding rob
bery. All three are in the Allen
County Jail awaiting trial.
If the teens are convicted,
Costelow said, he plans to ask a
judge to send them to the military
and not to prison.
He says he's still hurt by the
teens' refusal to apologize or show
any remorse, but doesn't think jail
will help them change.
"I'm probably the only one who
could change them, if I wanted to
spend hours and weeks and months
doing it," Costelow said. "But I
don't. They're not worth it. They
haven't made the slightest apol
ogy"
His proposal stems from his
own experience in the Air Force
and the two years he spentin prison
for drunken driving.
"The solution is the only thing
that matters. And I can tell you
from personal experience — it's
not jail," Costelow said.
"It would do them better in the
military. When I went to boot
camp, that changed mereal quick."
Costelow still hopes to get res
titution for more than $4,000 in
doctors' bills and losses. He now
has an alarm system in his home

and is more cautious when he
walks. But he isn't about to leave
town.
"I love this city,"Costelow said.
"I ain't going nowhere, honey. I'm
here and stronger than ever."
A prosecutor said it's unusual
for a violent crime victim to plead
on behalf of his attackers.
"I've been prosecuting casesfor
a long time, andI can't recall avic
tim of a violent crime making a
decision not to prosecute based on
a request for leniency," Allen

County Chief Deputy Prosecutor
Mike Loomis said.
Loomis said he hassteered teen
agers toward the military as partof
alternative sentencings, but never
in the case of a violent crime.
"In some circumstances it's
been appropriate," he said. "I think
we ought to give serious consider
ation to military serviceor commu
nity service. But I probably
wouldn't try it in a violent crime
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Lesbian and Gay

Coalitio
for

GLBT SURVEY
Please take a moment to answer these questions and help
provide information about the lesbian/gay/bisexual and
transgendered community in Memphis. Your answers are
confidential. Results will be published here when tabulation
is complete.

1. Which best describes your sexual orientation:
Lesbian f ] Gay [ ] Bisexual [ J Straight [ ] Other [
2. What is your gender?
Female [ ] Male [ ] Transgendered [

]

14. Have you experienced harassment or discrimination in a public
educational institution because of your sexual orientation?
Yes
No
15. Have you experienced discrimination because of your marital
status (e.g., not being treated equally with heterosexual married
couples) in employment, housing or public services?
Yes
No

]

Memphis'Tnost amazing postui^ event
Amnesif, 2«66i?oplar Ave.
§ahB:day ^ctober^S, 1999

. 13. Have you been harassed, verbally assaulted or mistreated by
police or other public official because of your sexual orientation?
Yes
No

iipm - 12am
••ji:
'

Ticket Information
General Admission: $25 in advance; $30 at the door"'

3. What is your age?
16. Which of the following reflects your personal or household
income:
Under $10,000 [ ] $10,000 to 19,000 [ ] $20,000 to 29,000 [ ]
$30,000 to39,000 [ ]
$40,000 to 49,000 [ ]
$50,000 to 59,000 [ j
$60,000+[ ]

4. What is your race: African-American [ ] Caucasian [ ]
Hispanic [ ] Asian [ ] Native American [ ] Other
5. Which types of gay/lesbian organizations do you participate in:
Social [ ] Religious [ ] Political [ 1 Athletic f ]
Other [ ] None [ ]

17. Do you: Own a home [ ] Rent [

6. Have you ever been discriminated against on your job because of
your sexual orientation?
Yas
No

available atiFriaids For Life, Amnesia,tnz hOutz Cardsk Gife, StarSearch Video and
Wild Oats (Mid-town & East)

]

18. What is your zip code?
19. In your opinion, is Memphis a good place for gay/lesbian/bi
sexual and transgendered people to live?
Yes
. No

7. Are you "out" or open about your sexual orientation where you
work?
Yes
No
8. Does your plabe of employment-have a nondiscrimination policy
that includes sexual orientation?
Yes
No.
9. Do you fear losing your job if. your co-workers or supervisors
knew your sexual orientation or because they know your sexual
orientation?
Yes
...
no

Why?

'A'

•
"purchased only through Friends For Life

2°L

10. Have you ever been discriminated against in getting or keeping
housing (renting, buying a home, etc.) because of your sexual
orientation?
Yes
"
No
11. Have you experienced any physical assaults because of your
sexual orientation?
Yes
v
tsjo
Have you ever experienced theft or vandalism because of your
sexual orientation?
Yes •
- No

:

d° y0U think should be changed about Memphis to make
it a better place for gay/lesbian/bisexual and transgendered
people?
®

21i,,!!hat^UeS WOuld you like the

;

L^bian,and Gay Coalition for
Just ce tofocus on to improve the lives of gay/lesbians/bisexuals

and transgendered people in Memphis'?

Friends For Life
Imme - AIDS,Resource Center

A&SQttfT

Please return to: LGCJ, PO Box 241363, Memphis, TN 38124
A.
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E

maM
HRS: MON - SUN 2:00 P.M. - 3:00 A.M.
PH: (901) 726-5263

1382 Poplar
Memphis, TN 38104

The Circuit Playhouse

Other Points of Interest
Aloysius
Botanica
Circuit Playhouse
Dabbles
French Quarter Inn
Friends for Life
Gypsy's
Holy Trinity Church
Inz & Outz
Lambda Center
Lavender Earth
Paris Theatre
Playhouse on the Square

presents

OCd
One More
T & H Cafe*
Pipeline
The Jungle

SEPTEMBER

©
Watkins

®

•

726-4656

•Bros. A Sisters
Bowling, Cordova
Lanes, 7945 Club
Cntr CM, 5:45pm

AUNTIQMEM@AOL.COM

©

Members of American Cut Glass Association
We Buy and Sell Estates

©

901-278-6673

Not All Streets Shown

® 901-278-MORE

T

Y{nLted In C?jod's H o v e Ceceptkr

A

Room
343° Summer /\ve.
901/320-9376
Qoln

Sunday, 11:00 a.m.

and TOednesday, 7:00 p.m.

Welcome fo flie Triangle Journal hews Calendar. We
try to provide as many upcoming events in the GLBT
community as possible. If you would like to add your
event or need to update an existing event, please e-mail
our Calendar Ed itor, Angela Lamb, at
cantsee3d@yahoo.com OP ca II729-3915

2865 Walnut Grove Road«901-458-9955
—

27

and leave a message.

ThanlYou.

4

•Feast for Friends
Dinner, St. John's
Methodist,
6:30pm

•MGLCC Community
Meeting, First
Congo., 6pm

© ©I

r

Peabodi/
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2-6

Jake's
Place
13C N. Main
5»-«99

28

•Lesbians with
Breast Cancer
Support Group,
YWCA, 766
Highland, 7pm,
754-4356

29

•Holy Trinity CC,
Bible Study, 7pm

•Living Word
Christian Church,
Service, 7pm

•BGALA, "March on
Washington, UC
Delta Lounge,
7:30, 6785719x5719

1474 MADISON
278-4313

2
1
30 OCTOBER
•Cotton Pickin'
•Nashville Pride
Squares, Prescott •"Fifty-One
Rally, Legislative
Mem. Bapt. Church Percent," Spon
Plaza, 12pm
(Call 272-2116 or
sored by NOW,
325-6518 for
WEVL FM 90,1pm •Nashville Pride
times)
•Catholic Mass with
Parade, 1pm
Special Invitation
to Gays A
•Nashville Pride
Lesbians, St,
Rally, Riverfront
Patrick's Catholic
Park, 2pm
Church, 7pm
•Portfolio Men,
Amnesia

Election Day
^
8 •Race for the Care, 9
•LGCJ/BGALA, ViewirSj •Holy Trinity CC, 6 •PFLAG, St. John's •"Fifty-One
"It's Elementary,"
Saddle Creek, 8am,
Percent," Spon
Epscpl. Church,
Bible Study, 7pm
UM Psych. Audito
624-9005
sored by NOW,
7pm, 761-1444
rium, 7pm, 678-5719
•MGLCC Dog A Cat
WEVL FM 90,1pm
•Living Word
Wash, In the Grove,
x 5719
Christian Church, •Cotton Pickin'
10am
•Lesbians with Breast
Squares, Prescott •Nine Inch Males,
•Lambda Group,
Service, 7pm
Cancer Support
Jackson, TN,
Mem. Bapt.
Amnesia
Group, YWCA, 766
Regional Hosp.,
Church (Coll 272•HIV/AIDS
Highland, 7pm, 754Classroom A, 2pm
2116 or 325-6518
Support Group,
4356
•Memphis Bears Club
for times)
Jonesboro, 7pm
Night, Pipeline, 10pm
•Tina Chandler, Amnesia

National Coming
Columbus Day
^ ^
13
10 Out Day
11
•NOW Mtg., YWCA4
•Holy Trinity CC,
•Lesbians with
•Church Services
Columbus Day
766 S. Highland,
Bible Study, 7pm
Breast Cancer
(See Sept. 26)
Celebrated
7pm (Elections)
•Annual Pride
Support
Group,
•Womin Celebrat
•Cotton Pickin'
Picnic, Shelby
•Living Word
YWCA, 766
ing Womin, Fully
Farms (shelter
Squares, Prescott
Christian Church,
Highland, 7pm,
Alive, Call 323#3), 1pm, 32Mem. Bapt. Church
Service,
7pm
754-4356
2078, 6:15pm
PRIDE
(Call 272-2116 or
• Bros. 4 Sisters
325-6518 for
•BGALA, Dinner,
Bowling, Cordova
times)
Cafe Ole', 7:30,
Lanes, 7945Odb Cntr
•BGALA Board
678-5719 x 5719
CM, 5:45pm
Meeting, Call for
•WAC Meeting.Ccdl
time and location
for Info.(272-3638),
(678-5719x5719)
7pm

17

•Church Services
(See Sept. 26)

18

•Feast for Friends
Dinner, St. John's
Methodist,
6:30pm

• Memphis United
Stent Auction,In the
Grove, 3pm-6pm
•Mphs. Pride Mtg.,
•Bros. A Sisters
First Congo., 7pm,
Bowling, Cordova
327-7433
Lanes, 7945Club Oitr
CM, 5:45pm
• WAC Meeting,Call
for Info.(272-3638),
7pm

19

•AIDS Consortium
Mtg., United Way
Bldg. on Union, 3pm
•Integrity, Calvary
Episcopal, 102 N. 2nd
St., Service, 6pm A
Dinner/Mtg., 6:45pm
•Lesbians with Breast
Cancer Support
Group, YWCA, 766
Highland, 7pm, 7544356
•BGALA, UC Delta
Lounge, 7:30, 6785719 x 5719

20

•Holy .Trinity CC,
Bible Study, 7pm

•Living Word
Christian Church,
Service, 7pm
•HIV/AIDS
Support Group,
Jonesboro, 7pm

Deadline for
Nov.'99 TJN

15

•"Fifty-One
Percent," Spon
sored by NOW,
WEVL FM 90,1pm
•Southern Country
Monthly Hoedown,
Club 501
•TN NOW State
Conference,
Nashville, 5783286
•Amatuer, Amnesia

16
•LGCJ Rummage
Sale, Holy Trinity,
8am-Noon
•Aphrodite Variety
Show, Crossroads,
9pm
•Tsarus Club Night,
Pipeline, 10pm
•TN NOW State
Conference,
Nashville, 5783286

November '99
23
TJN Due Out
22
High Heels A High
•"Fifty-One
Hats, Amnesia, 7pn
Percent," Spon
•Wellsprings
sored by NOW,
Festival for
WEVL FM 90,1pm
Women, Shelby
Forest, 578-3286
•Cotton Pickin'
•Wellsprings
Squares, Prescott
Festival for
Mem. Bapt. Church Women, Shelby
(Call 272-2116 or
Forest, 578-3286
325-6518 for
times)
•Fabulous Bodies

21

•Lambda Group,
Jackson, TN,
Regional Hosp.,
Classroom A, 6pm

Inc, Amnesia

27

25
24
o ?6 •Holy Trinity CC,
•Church Services
•Womin Celebrating •Intergrity Board
Bible Study, 7pm
Meeting, Calvary
(See August 29)
Womin, Fully
•Wellsprings Festival
Episcopal, 102 N.
Alive, Call 323for Women, Shelby
•Living Word
2nd St., 6:30pm
2078, 6:15pm
Forest, 578-3286
Christian Church,
•Lesbians with
•Cut-a-thon, Dabbles,
Service, 7pm
Breast Concer
•Mphs. Pride Annual
1pm
Support Group,
Membership Mtg.,
•Bros. 4 Sisters
yWCA, 766
First Congo., 7pm,
Bowling, Cordova
Highland, 7pm,
Lanes, 7945 Club
327-7433
754-4356
Cntr CM, 5:45pm ^
•BGALA, UC Delta
Lounge, 7:30, 678HALLOWEEN
5719 x 5719
Daylight Savings

29

, .
•Cotton Pickin
•"Fifty-One
Squares,Prescott
Percent," Spon
Mem. Bapt. Church sored by NOW,
(Call 272-2116 or
WEVL FM 90,1pm
325-6518 for
times)
2 8

THE

JUNGLE

Mysreny
op ln.cna Vep

726-4656

•Church Services
(See Sept. 26)

cs
McLean Blvd.

Centerfold, Map Page,
Calendar, High Visibility
- For $20 a month,
Your ad can be here.
Call 454-1411 for more information.

: The

October 8 - October 30

•Bros. A Sisters Bowling,
Cordova Lcnes, 7945dub
ChtrCv,545pm

Bill Johns

2117

R

m ••••••••• PthT*5^1**8
iBack by popular demand...

•

•CHURCH SERVICES = •Your event could
be here, call 324Holy Trinity CC Adult
1018 or e-mail
Sunday School 9:30,
artsee3d@>dr».com
Worship 11am; Living
Word Christian Church to add, delete, or
edit an event!!!
Services 10am 4 6pm;
Safe Harbor MCC
Worship Service 11am

ae>iveland St.

0

Antique SHareJjouste Jflall
2563 Summer Avenue
Memphis, TN 38112
(901)323-0600

A

TJN COMMUNITY CALENDAR

</v>-

Larry Timmerman

D

September 24 - October 24

Interstate 2 40

852 S. Cooper Memphis, TN 38104
Nan Lemons 272-2853 Pat Crawford

'Wicd&cCSo

N

^Playhouse on the Square

30
•Your event could be
here, call 324-1018
or e-mail
cantsee3d@yahoo.con
to add, delete, or
edit an event!!!
•Miss Mess Memphis
Pageant, Amnesia

MEMPHIS'
NEWEST
CRUISE BAR
OPM

3 PM - 3 AM

The Memphis
Gay and Lesbian
Community
Center
Box 41074
Memphis 38174
(901) 324-GAYS
Space donated as a public
sen/ice of the
Triangle Journal News.

friends
forLife
fllW

RC50URCC (EOTER

1384 MADISON
MEMPHIS, TN
38104

(901) 272-0855
CLIENT SERVICES
INFORMATION
REFERRALS
SUPPORT GROUPS
FOOD PANTRY
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Top Ten Reasons Why You Should
Read the Triangle Journal News?

Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for Justice
Voter's Guide
October 7,1999 City Elections
Questions:
1. Dp you favor legislatipn that would increase penalties for crimes that are motivated by hatred of the victim's race,
ethnicity, religious beliefs, gender identity or sexual orientation?
2. Do you favor legislation to prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation in employment and housing?
3. Do you favor the establishment of domestic partnerships that would confer certain of the legal benefits of marriage
on couples who are not married, or cannot get married, including same-sex couples?
4. Do you believe that private, consensual sexual conduct between adults of the same gender deserves criminal
sanction?
5. Do you favor curricula in the public schools that promote valuing tolerance and diversity of different groups,
including lesbians & gay men?
QUESTIONS:
CANDIDATES

1. Because TJN is the largest Gay and Lesbian publication in the Mid-South
2. Because TJN has more local news about the Mid-South Gay and Lesbian
Community than any other publication
3. Because TJN has more national news about the issues affecting our
brothers and sisters across the country and how they are coping with
them
4. Because TJN has nationally syndicated columnists - Paula Martinac
(Lesbian Notions), David Bianco (
Out), Dr. Simon LeVay (Queer Pa
Science), Romeo St. Vicente (Deep Inside Hollywood), an insightful
editorial cartoon by Berge every month, and two episodes of the hilarious
Chelsea Boys!
5. Because TJN has quality local columns like Vincent Astor's Quick Clips
and Butch Valentine's Sad to Say/Happy to Hear
6. Because TJN has an nine -year history of service to the Memphis Gay and
Lesbian Community and provides FREE ads to many local organizations
7. Because of TJN's extensive FREE local resource directory
8. Because of TJN's local FREE personal and classified ads
9. Because of TJN's tradition of service to the Gay and Lesbian community
10. Because TJN is fun AND informative and the price is right... FREE!

Special Offer to NEW Advertisers

~

Buy one ad and get one FREE*
CALL (901) 454-1411 TODAY FOR NovemberAD PLACEMENT!
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ciemr Complete responsesavailable at LGCJ web page
(www.gavmemphis.com/lgci/voterguide2.htm)
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Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition For Justice, PO Box 241363, Memphis, TN 38124
** !n a subsequent issue, first ad must be paid for in advance.
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New Board Elected to the MGLCC
by Angela Lamb
In August a new board was
elected to the Memphis Gay and
Lesbian Community Center
(MGLCC).
Elections were held on Tues.,
Aug. 16 at In the Grove. The num
ber of board members literally
doubled this year. The reins were
turned over to four energetic people
who are excited about being in
volved with the Community Cen
ter.
Those elected to the board are
Ben Mendoza as president, Angela
Lamb as vice president, and David
Hepburn as secretary. A new posi
tion was added this year, memberat-large, which is held by Daniel
Forrest. Angela Lamb is also act
ing as treasurer.
Some of the board member's
names, if not all of them, may
sound familiar. The challenge of
running the Community Center is
not the first endeavor for most of
the Board.
Ben Mendoza is an advisor for
MAGY (Memphis Area Gay
Youth) and a member of BGALA
(The University of Memphis Stu
dents for Bisexual, Gay, and Les
bian Awareness). Together with
Angela, they formed a new softball
team that played this summer as
part of the Bluff City Sports Asso
ciation, Memphis' Gay Softball
League. Angela Lamb is a recent

past Vice President of BGALA.
She is currently the first lady and
the Pyramid Event Coordinator for
the organization. She is also a
member of Memphis Pride and is
the calendar editorfor the Triangle
Journal News. Daniel Forrest is the
recently elected Chair of Memphis
Pride. This is not his first experi
ence with Pride; Daniel has been
with them for a while.
Last, but certainly not least,
David Hepburn is a very active
member of MAGY.
For those unfamiliar with the
MGLCC, it is the group that spon
sors the Twinkie Museum Film
Festival every April and theannual
Riverboat Ride the night before the
Memphis Pride Parade in June.
The new board members antici
pate an exciting year for the Mem
phis community. They have
scheduled a monthly "Open Com
munity Meeting." This meeting
will allow members of the GLBT
community to express their con
cerns about the Community Cen
ter, to socialize with old friends,
and to make some new friends.
They also hope to have a monthly
event for the community.
Two of their upcoming events
include a Cat and Dog Wash on
Sat., Oct. 9 from 10 a.m. to 2p.m.
on the parking lot of In the Grove.
Bring your fuzzy critters and get
them a good washing.They will be
accepting donations for the ser

vices.
Think back to elementary
school. Think back to recess on the
playground. Are you remembering
that great game called kickball?
Coming up on Sat., Nov. 6, the
MGLCC plans to "kick off' (pun
intended) its first annual Kickball
Tournament. They can only accept
six teams this year, but hopeto turn
this into a major event for future
years to come. For more informa
tion or to registera team, please call
Angela at 324-1018.
Most importantly, the "Open
Community Meeting" isscheduled'
for Sun., Oct. 3 from 6 p.m. to 8
p.m. in the Pilgrim Hall of First
Congregational Church. The first
meeting will include a reception
and an opportunity for the commu
nity to meet the new leaders of the
MGLCC. You will have an oppor
tunity to make suggestions, ask
questions, and make requests. The
new board wants to serve the
GLBT community's needs.
Lastly, the MGLCC offers a
membership this yearfor only $10.
A membership to MGLCC will
benefit both you and the Commu
nity Center. You will receive the
"members only" newsletters and,
eventually, you will be able to re
ceive discounts on ourevents. Your
$10 dues will benefit the MGLCC
financially and will enable them to
provide more communityactivities
for you.

The Memphis Lesbian &
Gay Coalition for Justice
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Elementary
It's
Talking About Gay Issues
In School
Tuesday, October 5,1999
7:00pm

University of Memphis
Psychology Auditorium
Join us for a public viewing of this award
winning and somewhat controversial
documentary. An Open Forum will
immediately follow the film with a guest
panel including students, parents,
teachers, and psychologists.
Jointly Sponsored By:
The University of Memphis Students for
Bisexual, Gay, and Lesbian Awareness
(B-GALA)
Memphis Area Gay Youth
(MAGY)
Lesbian and Gay Coalition for Justice,
Memphis Chapter
(LGCJ)
Aedvertising donated as a service of the Triangle Journal News
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Invite you to celebrate National

Voter's Guide
Continued from page 1

Mary Rose McCormick
(Republican)
(1)1 plan to introduce little new
legislation for a while. I intend to
focus on those ordinances we have
on our books which are either un
enforced, unenforceable or uncon
stitutional. My experience on the
council proved that many ordi
nances were adopted for political
expedience. Many need to be
strengthened and I plan to start fo
cus there.
(2) Yes. Those would require
state legislation to be effective. I
will propose those changes and
work to get ourShelby County del
egation behind them. Strong pen
alties are a deterrent to crime. Our
city courts would have little or no
oversight of these crimes, and state
courts would have more authority
to impose heavy penalties.
(3) Yes. TheSupreme Court has
already declared such discrimina
tion unconstitutional, and viola
tions such as thisshould go directly
to federal court, notslowly through
state and then federal. If yourgroup
has reason for state or local legis
lation, I will be glad to hear them.
(4) Yes. I believe an unrestricted
power of attorney would prevent
many controversies and carry out
the wishes of either party. Why?
Because to violate the rightsof one
of us is to violate the rights of all
of us.
(5) No. Criminal sanction
should be reserved for criminal of
fenses.
(6) No. Tolerance and diversity
should be taught without differen
tiation of any sort. We should em
phasize our similarities, not our
differences.

C. J. Cochran
(Independent)
(1) Schools, transportation,
crime, housing

(2) Yes. It will never matter who
the victim is. Criminal acts against
anyone should never be tolerated.
(3) No. Sexual orientation is
personal and not a reason for spe
cial treatment. No discriminationor
bias for gender.
(4) No. Not a moral Godly act.
(5) No. It is a criminal act upder God.
(6) No. Not a school issue. Per
sonal choice is just that. Personal

Shep Wilbun
(Democrat)
(1) Make Memphis the safest
city in the U.S. Create new oppor
tunity for all Memphians (includ
ing creating 20,000 new jobs
paying at least $20,000 a year.Cre
ate 21st century schools. Make
Memphis work for Memphians.
(2) Yes. We must do all that we
can as a city, county, state and
country to insure that hate crimes
are deterred and where committed,
are punished to the fullest.
(3) Yes. Ido not believe thatany
person should be discriminated
against and that we all should be
entitled to the same rights. As
Mayor, I will create the Office of
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Join us for a reception &
meet the new/ Board Members!
First Congregational Church
Pilgrim Hall

CO/MINQ UP
Saturday, October 9
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Joe Ford (Democrat)
(1) Education, Crime, Commu
nity
See Voter's Guide on page28

Cat & Dog U/ash
In the Grove

We'll be there! Won't you?

BGALA

Saturday, November 6

STUDENTS FOR BISEXUAL, GAY AND LESBIAN AWARENESS

10am - 4pm

(901) 729-3915

Kick Ball Tournament -Tobei/ Field,

www.people.memphis.edu/~bgala
Katie Heistand - President

Advertising donated as a publicservice of The Triangle Journal News.

Out Day

Take Walnut Grove east past 1-240, Baptist East and Humphreys.
At the next traffic light, turn left onto Farm Rd., drive forward into the Park - you will be on Pike Lake Rd
Turn right at first stop sign.
Take left on Overlook Drive.
Pass through second stop sign, then turn right on Beaver Lake Drive. Criding stables)
Join the picnic at Shelter 3.

K

Sundoi/, October 3, 1999
6 p.m. to 8 p.m.

Sunday, October 10

TUPELO'S NEWEST JEWELERS

Shelby Farms Picnic Shelter 3
M
<yHir Covered Pavillion - come rain or shine Mb

Please have them on a leash!!

/Memphis Got/ and Lesbian
Community Center
(/MGLCC)

Coming Out Dai/ Picnic at
Shelbi/ Farms
1 p.m.

O c t o b e r 1 0 ,S1 9u9 9n d a y ,
from 1:00 to 4:00 at

Your 4 leeeed friends are welcome -

Fairness and Equality toensure that
the city provides such protection.
(4) As Mayor, I will enforce
whatever laws and ordinances
adopted and approved by the city
council that are in accordance with
the city charter.
(5) No. Somewhere I read
"Judge not lest ye be judged."
While my Christian beliefs will not
let me condone such conduct, I as
mayor will not seek to implement
legislation to implement criminal
sanctions.
(6) I support the valuing of tol
erance and diversity. I believe that
we need to insure that differences
are respected and appreciated.
However, the mayor has no power
to determine what is taught in the
schools.
Added Note: In a meeting with
LGCJ, Shep Wilbun emphasized
his goal of establishing an Office
of Constituent Affairs which would
include a liaison to the GLBT com
munity.

Games!
Information booths!
Vendor booths!
Food and Drinks will be sold!
Ffe/d

COMMITMENT RINGS FOR
WOMEN AND MEN

THE MID-TOWNERS
Fun with a Ball
New Friends - Old Friends
Maybe Even a Date!!
No Politics - Just Fun
Call
James Bailey 342-4630
or Linda Etherton 323-3111

Specializing in Platinum & High Karat Gold
Custom Order Preferred.

.,.
^

Serving Our Community Since 1987

CALL FOR MORE INFO

662,-841-0058

2006 West Main, Tupelo, Mississippi

Published as a public service of The Triangle Journal News.
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sembled and loaded the gun, and
drove to Amedure's trailer, where
he first left the gun in the car.
After a brief conversation with
Amedure, he returned to the car,
picked up the gun, returned to the
trailer, shot Amedure once in the
chest at close range, and then shot
again when he had fallen to the
floor dying. (Accordingto the pros
ecution at the trial, thegun jammed
at that point.)
Potts further noted that having
a job and an apartment of his own
as he did at the time, Schmitz was
much better off than most defen
dants she sees. As Potts pro
nounced sentence she said, "The
sentence of this court will rob you
of your youth, but not your life."
Jeffrey Montgomery, executive
director of Michigan's Triangle
Foundation which has monitored
all three trials, agreed that,
"Schmitz is lucky that he's not fac
ing the life sentence he deserves.
Even with the gift of a second trial,
the facts of this case and the ver
dict remained the same. It is right
that the sentence would not be dif
ferent either.
When Schmitz was given a sec
ond trial, the Appeals Court went
but of its way to indicate their view

of the 1995 cold-blooded murder
of Scott Amedure. They said that
had they heard the actual case, they
would have found the killer guilty
of first-degree murder. [Ed. note:
At one point in the original trial,
ten of the twelve jurors were ready
to go with a first-degree finding,
but the other two could not agree;
in the retrial, second-degree was
the harshest charge availableto the
jury.] Judge Potts isin accord with
other judges thatSchmitz should be
given the maximum sentence."
Schmitz told Amedure'sfamily,
"I'd like to say [I'm] sorry to the
Amedure family. I can't take any
of this back. I want to thank all my
family and friends who have stood
by me." He also said, "I'd like to
ask God for forgiveness." This was
much more coherent than the
strange poem of apology Schmitz
read to his victim's family at his
first trial.
Schmitz elected not to testify at
either of his criminaltrials or at the
civil trial.
Schmitz also received an addi
tional two years for illegal use of a
firearm. The time he has already
served — with bail repeatedly de
nied, he has been in either jail or
prison ever since killing Amedure
— gives him credit of 1,650 days
towards his new sentence.
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and street sale of Marinol to
druggies. The DEA finally found
their security blankie.
Sad to Say... The Feds just
won't accept what the voting pub
lic wants — to legalize marijuana
By Butch Valentine
for medical use.
BUTCHHRT@aol.com
Happy to Hear... A whopping
69 percent of Washington, D.C.'s
Sad to Say... STRESS!!! Who
Happy to Hear... It's now offi voters have joined Alaska, Ari
needs it? Who wants it? (Well, ac cial, the merger two of Memphis'
zona, California, Nevada, Oregon
tually, I know several folks who finest nonprofit agencies...
and Washington in saying yes to
thrive on it.) Howsomever, we all
Aloysius Home and Friends For this issue, but theRepublican Righ
know stress ain't good for the soul, Life!! The respective boards of di
teous Wonders who control D.C.'s
and especially for those who have
rectors are to be congratulated and purse strings vow to bar money
HIV/AIDS. In a five-year study, praised for their open-mindedness,
from implementing the people's
"HIV+ men in stressful situations
foresight, courage and wisdom. wishes. POTUS Clinton will veto
with little or no social support (or
The AIDS community will benefit their spending bill as it will also
who didn't think they had social
greatly from this tremendously
eliminate money for needle ex
support) were two to three times
bold yet sensible move. The offi change programs, an unpopular yet
more likely to develop AIDS than cial name is Friends For Life Cor
proven way of reducing transmis
men who had lower amounts of poration (Aloysius Home-AIDS sion of HIV. This proves what I've
stress and greater support." (as re Resource Center), and will go by been thinking all along — RRWs
ported in "Positively Aware" from the name, Friends For Life.
only want things their way. Well,
Sad to Say... Unfortunately, the life ain't one big ol' Burger King,
Psychosomatic Medicine). Iquoted
this important message instead of
combined agencies' needs are still and they need to show morerespect
paraphrasing it because it is impor the same. A new addition will soon for the processes of democracy.
tant. For some time now, we have begin at the Aloyius Home facility
Sad to Say... The Feds shut
known that those who can't handle on North Claybrook. And an apart down Oakland's Cannabis Buyer's
their stress well suffer from all
ment building has been acquired Cooperative last year for distribut
kinds of ailments, arid those who
for independent living for those ing the drug to its ill customers.
remain in their HIV closet get
with HIV/AIDS. These are really
Happy to Hear... A federal ap
sicker quicker.
Happy to Hears, but I put this here peals court finally ruled that"medi
because these important projects cal marijuana centers may be
Happy to Hear... I have been
singing this song for some time
are under-funded, as always.
allowed to distribute marijuana if
now, and every time I have an op
Happy to Hear... The third an they can prove the drug is needed
portunity to talk with someone with nual fundraiser, A Place At The to protect patients against immi
Table, raised $120,000, and still nent medical harm." This legal
HIV, especially the newly diag
nosed, I harp on three things: make counting! This is a blessing. Ya
gobbledy-gook means the district
know what? Some of Memphis' judge must reconsidetthe case, tak
a commitment to take your meds
religiously, reduce (or atleast learn best happenings are fundraisersfor ing into account thatsome patients
to deal with) the stress in your life, AIDS, and you can look forward
need cannabis (as the court refers
and importantly, don't go through to more great events in the coming to the drug) to treat their debilitat
this alone. Many moons ago, I was year.
ing illnesses. This ruling could
couldn't
deal
with
a basket case — I
T
open many new windows on this
having HIV, well actually, AIDS.
Sad to Say...The Feds just don't important issue.
I didn't get out of bed, wouldn't eat. want to accept that marijuana can
•
At one stretch, I didn't shower for
and does have some redeeming
Sad to Say... Jonathan Schmitz
five days! I didn't even know any qualities, espeqially for those who killed Scott Amedure, who re
body else who had HIV and I didn't suffer from various illnesses. This vealed a crush he had for Schmitz
know as much about it as I wanted month's article will make several during a taping of the Jenny Jones
to think I did. I didn't want to be
references to the fact that the gov Show. His 1996 conviction was
this way —I finally realized I ernment and its various depart overturned on a technicality.
needed help. I heard about a sup
ments don't know whether to pick
Happy to Hear... Schmitz was
port group through FriendsFor Life their noses and scratch their butts, retried and convicted again for the
forGay men with HIV/AIDS called or vice versa.
slaying. He received the samesen
Positive Living Under Stress
Happy to Hear... In a teenie- tence of25-50 years in prison. Now
(PLUS), and after several delays weenie measure of acceptance, what will he do when men make
and making incredibly lousy ex Marinol, an HIV wasting treatment passes?
cuses to myself, I managed(barely) that contains the active ingredient
to attend my first group meeting
of marijuana, has been moved from
Sad to Say... Each day, an av
ever. Huge step, trust me, and
the Schedule III category toSched erage of 18 Americans are victims
brave, too. But it turned out to be
ule II. This provides easier access, of a hate crime: eight blacks, three
my saving grace. I don'tattend any such as prescriptions for up to five whites, three Gays, three Jews and
more, but I know I wouldn't be or months, refills over the phone and one Latino. The most common of
couldn't be who I am, where I am, reduced restrictions on pharmacies. fenses are intimidation (38.7 per
or what I am in this part of my life's The U.S. Drug Enforcement Ad cent) and assault (30.7 percent),
ministration finally acknowledged with arson, murder and rape comjourney without the understanding
a low potential forabuse, addiction
and support of other people who
were going through the same thing
as I was. What I'm trying to say to
you guys is that you don't have to
go through this by yourself, and
without a doubt, you'll be betteroff
'f you don't. It's not easy, I know,
by Dr. Simon LeVay
but I'm telling you this because I
am on your side. Find some form
See page 32
of support you can be comfortable
*
with.
\ This Month:

®®d to

Happy to Hear

QueerScience

•
Sad to Say... What makes per
fectly good sense sometimes takes
awhile to happen.

ing in at 1.2 percent. Cross burn
ing occurs each week.
Happy to Hear... In an effort
to confront prejudice, the Southern
Poverty Law Center has compiled
a manual titled, Ten Ways to Fight
Hate. One million copies will be
sent to every mayor, police chief
and school principal in the coun
try. The message is simple: take
action; support the victims; speak
out against hate; teach tolerance to
children. For our society's sake, I
hope this message will be heard.
•
Sad to Say... There were21,222
deaths in America from AIDS in
1997, a decline by 47 percent.
AIDS killed 17,047 in 1998, a de
cline of 20 percent. The dramatic
decline of AIDS deaths is slowing,
meaning that with more people liv
ing with HIV there are more
chances the disease will rebound.
There is also increasing compla
cency.
Happy to Hear... WAKE UP!!
Don't let the good news fool you.
Think about what you do.

Sad to Say... I certainly did not
inherit any Gay genes. I can't cook,
can't sew, I have no Gay taste and
I can't decorate. I have no Gay tal
ents (well, there is the one that
Mule always referred to for some
reason.)
Happy to Hear... Two men in
Lincoln, Neb., of all places, pur
chased a lovely painting from a lo
cal antiques dealer for $225. Loand
behold, it turns out to be an origi
nal Monet (painted 1885) worth
about 8 million, easy. I'd probably
look at the painting and say some
thing like, "It doesn't go with what
we're trying to do." Well, I'm as
happy as their pappy for them, and
I bet the store owner has a big-time
red face. As forthe Gay talent thing
— my name is Butch, but I don't
hardly represent that name well,
either. Can't fix plumbing or cars,
and I shriek at the sudden sight of
a cockroach. Howsomever, I
earned every letter of my name this
summer by painting the entire ex
terior of my house, and I'm
mighty proud of that!

•

SAFE HARBOR
METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH

Coma and meet God again for the very first time.
Morning Worship 11:00 am
We meet in
Good Shepherd Chapel, Union Ave. United Methodist Church
2117 Union Avenue, Memphis, TN
901-458-0501
Rev'd Kathy Switzer, Pastoral Leader

Why Hasn't Evolution
Eliminated Homosexuality?
October 19^9 — TJie Triangle Journal Ne ws rr Page 27

Local Groups to Show Controversial Film
by Angela Lamb
wait until middle or high school,
the task — if it's done at all — be
If you haven't seen It's Elemen comes one of 'unlearning' preju
tary yet, three of Memphis' local dice, rather
Gay-oriented groups will be co- than prevent
sponsoring a showing of the docu ing it" accord
mentary.
ing to the
For those unfamiliar with the film's producfilm, It's Elementary is a78-minute
documentary showing that "all
children are dramatically affected
by anti-Gay prejudice; all educa
tors - Gay and straight - can be
powerful role models to their stu
dents, demonstrating that in our
society we truly believe in treating
everyone with respect; and to pre
vent prejudice and violence, we Memphis Area Gay Youth
must begin to address this issue in (MAGY), and Lesbian and Gay
elementary school, because if we Coalition for Justice, Memphis

MEMPHIS' FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES, PREVIEW BOOTHS AND MIN-THEATRES
(Brooks Road Only)
Fantasy Warehouse #1 (North)
791 N. White Station Rd.
(Open 24 hours)
683-9649
Executive South (East)
1847 E. Brooks Rd.
345-0825
Fantasy Warehouse #4 (North)
2532 N. Watkins
358-8642

NOW RENTING DVDs

Chapter (LGCJ ) have joined to
gether to provide the people of
Memphis an opportunity to view
the documen
tary.
Our local
PBS station,
WKNO, is cur
rently in limbo
regarding the
showing of It's
Elementary on
its station. They
have had con
cerns expressed •
about showing
the documen
tary, and they have also had an
equal number of concerns abc ut not
showing the film.
Along with the showing, there
will also be four guest speakers, in
cluding one of the university'spro
fessors of psychology, a MAGY
member, the member's parent and
a Memphis school teacher.
After the viewing, there will be
a panel discussion. Audiencemem
bers will be able to ask the guest
speakers questions regarding the
film and anything related to the
topic at hand.
The presentation of It's Elemen
tary will take place on Tues., Oct.
5 at 7 p.m. in the University of
Memphis Psychology Auditorium.
The Psychology Auditorium is lo
cated on Norriswood, one street
south of Central Avenue. The au
ditorium is behind U of M's huge
parking garage on Central.
The viewing is free and open to
the public. The documentary is
age-appropriate for all children.

Voter's Guide
Continued from page 24
(2) Yes. Supports federal and
state hate crimes legislation
(3) Yes. Would support a city
ordinance to prohibit discrimina
tion
(4) Yes. Domestic partners
(same-sex or heterosexual) should
have similar benefits as married
couples
(5) No
(6) Yes. Supports efforts to
teach diversity and tolerance in
public schools

Candidates for City
Council
Riesel Sandridge
City Council Dist. 1
(Democrat)
(1) Funding for our school sys
tem, crime, public works, housing
and race relations.
(2) Yes. It is wrong to injure
people because of personal gender,
race, religious beliefs or sexual ori
entation.
(3) No. Sexual orientation is
personal.
(4) Yes.
(5) No. Sexual orientation is
personal.
(6) No. Teenagers are too young
to understand.

Jerry Benya
City Council Dist. 1
(1) Neighborhood association,
business relations, city cultivation.
(2) 1 agree that any crime
against humanity should be swift
and severe. I do not agree with pa-

role on felonies. Noone should live
in fear.
(3) Anyone who is a citizen of
the United States has the right to
purchase a home, no questions
asked.
(4) Strictly a corporate policy,
not a city policy. It would be nice
to be allowed to have another per
son on a policy.
(5) As long as no laws are bro
ken such as public nudity, lewd
ness, etc. Your home is your
sanctuary.
(6) No. School is not to be able
to push an agenda, regardless.

Jerome E. Rubin
City Council Dist. 3
(1) To promote growth for Dist.
3 and the city of Memphis as a
whole.
(2) Yes. However the City
Council does not have any author
ity in this area.
(3) Yes.
(4) No. I do not think our soci
ety is resigned to deal with these
types of relationships. However. I
respect your rights.
(5) No.
(6) No. Why does this issue
>eed to be discussed in pul 'c
schools?

W.L. Bates
City Council Dist. 4
(Democrat)
(1) Better representation, safer
neighborhoods, community in
volvement
(2) Yes. Because being a prod
uct of yesteryear, I know the feel
ing of crime motivated by hate.
(3) Yes. Because I believe in the
teaching of the Bible, of let the
wheat and the tares, St. Matthew .
13:30
(4) No. Because of my being a
preacher.
(5) No. Because of the teaching
of Romans 1:17-22
(6) Yes. Same as question 3.

Eddie Neal
City Council Dist. 4
(Democrat)
(1) To ensure that city govern
ment works for everyone.
(2) Yes. Crimes motivated by
hate warrants special penalties.
(3) Yes. Discrimination of any
kind is wrong.
(4) No opinion.
(5) No. The key word being con
sensual.
(6) Yes. People have the right
to believe or be whatever they de
sire.

Ira L. King
City Council Dist. 4
« (Democrat)
(1) Establishing local laws
criminalizing hate crimes against
any group of individuals for yiy
reason, especially Gays and Lesbi
ans. Lobbying the state legislature
for gaming in Tennessee.
(2) Yes. I favorsuch legislation.
See Voter's Guide on page 30
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Who Were Gertrude Stein and Alice B. Toklas?
On the morning of July 27,
1946, in a Paris hospital, Alice B.
Toklas kept vigil at the bedside of
her partner of almost 40 years,
modernist writer Gertrude Stein.
Both women were worried, be
cause Stein would soon undergo
surgery for cancer. Stein turned to
Toklas and asked, "What is thean
swer?" Toklas was silent. "In that
case," Stein continued,"what is the
question?" The words have gone
into history as the writer's last ut-

the novel was not published until
four years after her death. Disillu
sioned by medical school and ea
ger to forget Bookstaver, Stein
went to Paris in 1903 to become a
writer.
In the 1890s, Toklas was study
ing piano at the .University of
Washington and enjoying roman
tic friendships there with other
young women. But both her musi
cal career and the budding of her
Lesbian sexuality were cut short

Stein and Toklas discovered
they had many mutual interests,
such as modern art and literature,
but their biggest common interest
was Gertrude Stein.The two began
meeting every day at Stein's apart
ment, where they discussed her
work-in-progress, The Making of
Americans, and Toklas taught her
self to type so shecould transcribe
the manuscript.
Toklas soon moved (n with
Stein, and they settled into married
life.
Stein's '
pet
names
for her

"wifie"
terance.
when her mother became ill and
Stein and Toklas each spent died. Toklas returned to San Fran
their youth in the San Fr^ficjsco cisco to take charge of the hous<
Bay area, but they met and fell in
hpld. After 10 years of caring fc_
love in Paris. Both had had .prior . her father and brother, she becamj
romances with women. Stein met fed up and used an inheritance froi
her first lover, May Bookstaver, jher. grandfather to sail to Paris ifi
while studying psychology at Johns 1907. On Sept. 8, one of her first
Hopkins Medical School in the days there, she received an invita
early 1890s. Bookstaver was simul tion to dinner from fellow San
taneously involved with Stein and Franciscans Sarah and Michael
a mutual female friend.The roman Stein, Gertrude's sister-in-law and
tic triangle caused Stein great pain, oldest brother. Toklas recalled that
which she exorcised by writing a when she met Gertrude Stein that
novel about the experience. Be evening she heard bells ringing,
cause of its lesbian content, Stein
which she took as a sign that she
put Q.E.D. away in a closet, and was in the presence of genius.

"pussy"; in turn, Toklas called
Stein "hubbie," "lovey" and
"Mount Fatty." Toklasmanaged all
!t,hg domestic .chores so that.Stein
free,to write. In addition, she
typed Stein's work and scrupu
lously checked the galley proofsof
her books. Since Stein got to ful
fill herself while Toklas simply
took care ®f her, some Lesbian
scholars have criticized their rela
tionship as mimicking the worst
heterosexual marriage.
However, both women ex
pressed contentment in their rela
tionship and devotion toeach other.
Toklas was, Stein said, "all to me."
They left daily love notes to each

Voter's Guide

fflon., October ^
fllon., October18
6 p.m., Dinnerat 6:30 p.m.

St. John's United Methodist Church
(Peabody & Bellevue)

Feast for Friends is a service of Friends For life
for the HIV infected and affected community
including people ..ying with HIV or AIDS, their
friends, caregivers, family and friends. While the
dinner is free, those who are able are requested
to make a donation to offset expenses.
Advertising space dc

a public service of The Triangle Jc

Continued from page 28
Gays and Lesbians are constantly
the target of narrow-minded, fun
damentalist bigots. This is uncon
stitutional, unethical and immoral.
Bigotry of any kind has no place
in our society.
(3) Yes. I favorsuch legislation.
Housing and employment are two
of the basic needs of all men and
women, regardless of their sexual
orientation. No one should be de
nied such-basic necessities of life.
(4) Yes. I favor these. To deny
anyone the right tochoose who will
be his/her beneficiary, legal part
ner or guardian reeks of
narrow-mindedness.
(5) No! I do not believe this.
Consensual sex implies choice. In
America we cherish the right and
freedom to choose. Sex is a per
sonal and private choice.
(6) Yes. I favor this curricula.
If parents are unwilling or unable
to teach sexual tolerance in the
home, then it has to betaught some
where. At least schools provide a
structured environment for doing

Kerry B. White
City Council Dist. 5
(1) I will work for all the people
to make Memphis a better place. I

other signed "DD" and "YD"
("Darling Darling" and "Your Dar
ling"). Stein wrote about their
seemingly robust sex life, using
code words like "cow" for orgasm.
"I am fondest of all of lifting belly,"
reads Stein's "Lifting Belly,"a 50page tribute to Lesbian sex:
Lifting belly
So high
And aiming
Exactly
And making
A cow
Come out
...That is what I adore always
more and more.
Though Stein was a prolific
writer, most of her work was con
sidered too experimental for large
publishers. Her prose, like her po
etry, contained many repetitive
phrases and not much punctuation.
As a.result, Stein's early books
were either self-published ot'pflt
out by small presses and received
little public attention or mopey.
Stein and Toklas; lived almost
solely off their modest inherit
ances. It wasn't until 1934, with the
publication of Stein's whimsical
Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas
(which was more about her own
genius than about Toklas) and a
lecture tour of the United States,
that the author became a celebrity.
Her writing was suddenly in de
mand, and the couple's finances
were secured.
will work harder for the mainte
nance of Memphis community. I
will reopen community schools or
rebuild schools that were closed
due to busing. Build a universal
marketing school. This school
would be a mandatory school for
drop out anddelinquency, they will
stay on campus until graduation. I
wiil consider a theme park for
Memphis. I will make sure that se
nior citizen center and library is
available in every community.
Make availability for corporation
and entrepreneur for future growth
and development. I would like to
see the teachers' and police pay
increase (40 percent).
(2) Under any circumstance hate
crime should not exit and penalties
should increase.
(3) Discrimination of any kind
should not exist unless it costharm
to others.
(4) I do not favorsame-sex mar
riage, partnerships or couples.
(5) I do not favor same sex, pri
vate consensual or not private.
What two adults do in their own
privacy is between them and God
only: unless it causes harm to oth
ers.
(6) I favor curricula in the pub
lic schools that promote valuing
tolerance and diversity of different
groups. Sex and sexual preference
should be taught at home.

Over the years, Stein andToklas
were inseparable, dividing their
time between Paris and a rented
house in the south of France. To-;
gether they witnessed two world
wars at close range. During World
War I, they used their Ford car,
"Auntie," as a supply truck and
ambulance, hauling equipment,
provisions, and wounded French
and American soldiers across the
country. They received medals
from the French government for
their war service. In the Second
World War, wh£n the Germans
occupied Paris, the two women,
who were both Jewish and by then
in their sixties, moved to their
country house for safety.
Soon after the end of World War
II, Stein was diagnosed with can
cer. She died during surgery at the
age of 72. Toklas lived another 21
years, mostly managing Stein's lit
erary estate. But she also tried her
hand at writing, contributing ar
ticles on cooking to U.S.magazines
and compiling her memoirs of life
yvith Stein, What Is Remembered.
-A reviewer in Time magazine
called Toklas "<r-woman who all
her life has looked in a mirror and
seen someone els<^r" When Toklas
died in 1967 at the age of 90, she
was buried with Stein in ajoint plot
in the Pere Lachaise Cemetery in
Paris.
Gay Essentials, a collection of
David Bianco's Past Out history
columns, is forthcoming from
Alyson Publications this October.
He
can be
reached at
DaveBianco@aol.com. For more
Past Out, visit www.planetout.com.

Manning Pletz
City Council Dist. 5
(Republican)
(1) With respect to your inter
ests, I think our city should study
the actions taken by Seattle and
other cities with respect to ac
knowledging same-sex partner
ships. I don't know all the details,
but I do know that Seattle has suc
cessfully drafted and implemented
some policies for Gays and Lesbi
ans that allow them entitlement to
some of the same benefits that het
erosexual couples enjoy.
(2) I support state and federal
legislation against hate crimes, and
support the fullest extent of pros
ecution for the crimes.I don't know
enough about the'current penalties
to comment on whether or not
those penalties need to be in
creased.
(3) I favor legislation against
discrimination based on sexual ori
entation for whatever reason, be it
housing or anything else.
(4) I do favor some sort of legal
acknowledgment of same-sex
couples, as referenced in the first
question. Legal recognition must
be bestowed before the specific is
sues of medical benefits, joint tax
returns, insurance, etc., can be de
fined.
(5) Consensual sexual relations
See Voter's Guide on page 36

Why Do I Need A Headline?
The scary mpnth approaches.
Any number of Hallowe'en
events will be taking place at
clubs, groups, bars, haunted,
houses, the zoo...one club of my
intimate acquaintance is going
so far as to camp out and howl
at the moon. Take your pick.

Short Subjects
Mama Grazie celebrated her
55th (like we believe it's only
55) at Lorenz on Sun., Sept. 26,
with a show, canapes and some
drink called a Suck It and Swal
low. The drink was lovely and
the semi-clothed bartenders
were also lovely. Mama was her
usual effervescent self, and we
saw Krazy Beki, Poison Ivy,
Cissy LaMay and a couple of
others but missed the show.
The evening before, Betty
Wray, Sharon's sister, cel
ebrated her 65th birthday at
Madison Flame. We found her
in front of a video slot machine
(just like we found Tommy Hill
on his 50th birthday last time).
She had told her sister that she
wanted to work until she was65.
Well, her sister insisted that she
do just that (but she would've
missed all the extra birthday tips
otherwise).
MGLCC (Memphis Gay and
Lesbian Community Center) is
looking toward a new lease on
life (we speculate the youth of
the board members has some
thing to do with this) by plan
ning regular public meetings
once monthly at First Congre
gational Church and various
events scattered over the fall. A
d°g Wash will take place on Sat.,
Oet- 9, which takes a small
amount of courage in the face
°f large, strange dogs. This
event will include a cat wash
wnich takes a very rare and spec. c kind of courage. Some
m'ght even call it insanity.

a the lakeside country dwelling
? ® former board member.
„. rs of several community
s were present and the
Point was to begin serious cornnation and
networking
"ilU IIVlWUIMllg
t"!°ng organizations such as
"tegnty, MGLCC, LGCJ,
CW' Pride' Ho'y Trinity
the Mystic Krewe of
St!
- -.' "ic
mystic
ot
M
0thers- Positive and
neo ,
nitv
aspects of the commu,or Pride
jrnoe itseir
- yand- goals for
itself
^discussed. A followup will
take P1** this winter.

Don't forget National Com
ing Out Day is celebrated on
Oct. 11 (or any day nearby). It
is a good impetusfor taking that
next step to-

Speaking of the
M y s t i c
Krewe of
MU, watch
for
their
next fund
raiser on
Oct. 17, at
In
the
Grove. It is
a silent auc
tion from 3 to 6and will benefit
the club's Mardi Gras Ball
March 4 of 2000. Another one
for a local charity is scheduled
in November.
The weekend of Hallowe'en,
Lorretta Williams will present
the Miss Gay Memphis Pageant.
This event has had many ups
and downs in the last few years
but, after all, the first one was
30 years ago this October.
We have said, many times,
that this first pageant was the
same turning point in Memphis
as the Stonewall Rebellion was
in New York. It was the begin
ning of all of the rightsand free
doms we take forgranted today.
From my heart, I salute you all.

Lady A. About
At The Tupperware Party
Well, we went. We ate deli
cious food, talked about Jesus,
listened to the many virtues of
the
newest
brands
of
Tupperware, saw a piece of
Tupperware still in use after
nearly 20 years (and looked it)
and actually found a piece. Of
Tupperware, gutterbrain. Yes,
to buy.
One of the most interesting

and Co Walker doing their now
famous Dolly/Kenny number.
Their year-end show will be in
November.

Up and Coming
Memphis Pride and the Les
bian and Gay Coalition for Jus
tice will co-sponsor a National
Coming Out Day picnic at
Plough Park on Sun., Oct. 10,
beginning at 1 p.m. Outdoor
sports, food and fun and as the
Church Lady would say, "fel
lowship."

in the big T but they demand
perfection.
Party tips: Keep the talk
The Tacky Party we hosted
about religion to an absolute for A Place AtThe Table turned
minimum out to be fabulous, despite the
( e v e n burned popcorn. The after party
Southerners at the Memphis BotanicGarden
are only po was even more fabulous with
lite for a lots of dessert and non-stop
Miss Lorenz on a Budget
while). If dancing. Over $116,000 was (that's the title) will be held at
y o u ' r e raised. No joke. By the by, the the bar of the same name Fri.,
gonna invite Tacky Party won first place for Oct. 15 at 8 p.m.
a bunch of neighborhood participation the
q u e e n s night of the Cooper-Young
Final Round
make sure four-miler. The prize is enough
There are several fascinat
the salesper food to have another party. ing new concepts about to
son has a There's nothing like a benefit break, in our community.
little sass in with a double whammy.
Details to come.
reserve.
Ta, ta.
Otherwise,
V. A.
tears may result. Make sure if
you do one of those pass-around
games that the path of passing
851 Island Rd.
is absolutely clear and that pain
ful stretching of the tendons and
Columbus, MS
ligaments from sofa to sofa is
601-328-4397
unnecessary. A gavel may be
Levi & Leather Club
useful to shut the crowd up as
Wear Levi or LeatherA Get One Free Drink
attention frequently moves into
Nightly Shows
non-Tupperware tangents. You
will not be obliged to ask the
crowd to "Make Some
Noise!!!!!" Sales will probably
be good and the gossip even
better. A fairly heavy meal will
keep folks from moving about
LCSW
so much; it is the job of the
salesperson to keep themawake.
We never did figure how we
Specializing in
were to hold that egg separator
while cracking the egg at the
• Relationship Counseling
same time. We suppose we are
somewhatculinarily challenged.
• Grief Counseling
And where is our invitation to
• Depression/Anxiety Counseling
Sandy Kozik's party??????????

Sheridan Lambe,

Benefit Recap
Well, the printing and/or im
port and/or something messed
up this item. Let's try again.
"Amnesia's Drag Olympics
raised $2,100 which was di
vided between Feast for Friends
and the emergency fund at
Friends For Life. I enjoyed be.
-

2S53S&

with the snap and burp plastic.
mouth onstage that no amount
No, not the salespeople, the
of soap will ever cure but she is
owners! Best be wary of too
100 percent professional and
many superlatives about all of
fun backstage. The winners
these gadgets if the room is ful
were: Felecia Ale, Aurora
of
VI actual users. Several of the
Knight, Alicia Kelly and
extraordinary qualities of these
Mario."
contraptions were disputed by
audience members who had
Aphrodite had another fun
tried
tneu it
n for
iui themselves and were
,
at One More in Septemvery quick to correct t
{oward the
saleslady, no matter how de- club's
ber
,operating
.
,
expenses and
mu.e and unassuming ste wais. their many small charities. No
We must quickiy emphasize th
cover, no hasslejust a goodtime
these Doubting Thoma^swem Avith the stars being Kay Mills
* all avid collectors and beu^vers

6263 Poplar Ave • Suite 605
901-761-9178

Memphis Area
Gay Youth
Peer support and
discussion group

Call 335-MAGY
website: www.geocities.com/
westhollywood/1772/
Published as a public service of The Triangle Journal News.
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QUEER

that, over the span of human evo
lution, a lack of sexual interest in
the other sex would in general
have led to fewer children. For
males especially, reproduction is
a highly competitive affair in
which sexual attraction is the
prime motivator.
Another possibility is that Gay
genes do tend to die out, but they
are replaced by new, spontane
ously-arising mutations. This is
known to be how certain diseasecausing genes (such as the gene
for hemophilia B) are kept in the
gene pool. It is unlikely, however,
that this could be the explanation
there's no evidence that homo for the persistence of "Gay
sexuality has become less com genes," simply because homo
sexuality is so common.
mon over the ages.
A third theory depends on the
A number of theories have
been put forward to explain this fact that, for most genes, we carry
apparent paradox. First, it's been two copies, one on each of two
pointed out that Gays and Lesbi "homologous" chromosomes.
ans do often have children, either Sometimes a particular variant of
out of pressure to conform orsim a gene is harmful to a person's re
ply out of a desire to be biologi productive success when it is
cal parents. Still, it seems likely present in two copies, but benefi-

^•ScDence
By Simon LeVay, Ph.D.

Why Hasn't Evolution
Eliminated Homosexuality?
Several lines of research, in
cluding family, twin and molecu
lar-genetic studies, suggest that a
person's sexual orientation is in
part inherited. But if "Gay genes"
exist, how come they haven't
been eliminated during human
evolution? People who are "ge
netically Gay" would be expected
to have fewer descendants, so
their genes would die out. But

CELEBRATE HALLOWEEN IN THE ROCK!

cial when present in only one have had, but she uses her freedcopy. A well known example is up energy and resources to help
the gene for sickle-cell anemia: her siblings rear a total of two
having two copies causes sickle- 'more children than they otherwise
cell disease, but having one copy would have had. Since her sib
confers protection against ma lings share about 50% of her
laria. Similarly, it is possible that genes, those two extra nephews
having two copies of a "Gay
or nieces are about as "good" (in
gene" makes a person Gay and evolutionary terms) as one child
lowers their reproductive success, of her own. Thus, seemingly al
but having one copy has some truistic behavior towards one's
benefit that helps to keep the gene brother and sisters could, in the
in the gene pool. What that ben hard-nosed world of evolutionary
efit might be, we don't know.
psychology, be as selfish as re
A variant on this theory con producing oneself.
cerns genes on the X chromo
These theories allow for the
some. (You'll remember that possibility of interactions be
Dean Hamer and his colleagues tween genes and the environment.
at the National Cancer Institute For example, if a boy had a child
reported a possible "Gay gene" hood accident that left him
on this chromosome.) Men have smaller or weaker than his peers,
only one X chromosome, but he might have a lesser chance of
women have two. It's possible fathering children himself. In this
that this gene has some benefit in case, it might make good evolu
women that outweighs its repro tionary sense for him to devote
ductive cost in men. For example, himself to helping his siblings
if the gene promotes sexual at rear children, since he has little
traction to men, then in women it to lose.
might actually increase reproduc
One problem with this kind of
tive success, making them, as it theory is that it doesn't really ex
were, hyper-heterosexual. As plain homosexuality, it only ex
Robert Trivers, an evolutionary plains the lack of heterosexuality.
biologist at the University of Why, in other words, should Gay
California, Santa Cruz, has men waste so much tjme on Gay
pointed out, the fact that women sex - time that, according to these
have two X chromosomes and
theories, would be better spent
men only one means that, over babysitting their nephews and
time, the survival benefit of a nieces? v
gene on this chromosome in
None of these theories are
women, outweighs its effect on
overwhelmingly persuasive. It
men.
may be that, when the genes
Finally, there are theories that themselves are identified, their
explain Gay genes by saying that survival value will be better un
they promote the reproduction of derstood. In the meantime, I like
a Gay person's close relatives. to think that evolution has created
Let's say that a woman, by virtue us simply because we're so fabuof her "Gay genes," has one child lous
fewer then she otherwise would

f t D Lesbian

Netien
by Paula Martinac

Writing Our Lives
There's an emerging trend in
queer writing and publishing that
may go far in dispelling myths and
stereotypes about Gay people. In
creasingly, memoir is becoming the
genre of choice for many writers,
and the educational potential of
telling our personal stories is ex
citing.
One of the most persistent
myths about Gay people is that we
all lead sexually voracious lives
that are defined entirely by sex and, of course, the kinkier, the bet
ter.
It's funny when you see it in
black and white. But it was no joke
when the San Diego Union-Tri
bune, one of the largest newspapers
in California, recently refused to
run an ad for the film Better Than
Chocolate because a blurb in the
ad read, "One of the best Lesbian
movies ever."
According to the paper's direc
tor of national advertising, "Les
bian" is a sexually explicit word,
and the Union-Tribune has a policy
against printing words of a sexual
nature in its ads. Fortunately, both
GLAAD and a moviestudio execu
tive gave the ad director a quick
vocabulary lesson, and the ad ran
with "Lesbian" in it.
Certainly, "Lesbian" conjures

up graphic sexual images to some
straight men. Butto those of us who
are Lesbian, the word usually en
compasses a more complex iden
tity, of which sex is just one part.
You wouldn't know this, how
ever, by much of what's been pub
lished in recent years under the
umbrella of "Lesbian and Gay"
books. In fact, erotica has been the
fastest growing areain Gay-themed
publishing. Both mainstream and
Gay-owned presses have gotten
into the act, and anthologies with
titles like My First Time, My Best
Time, My Worst Time or My Only
Time flood the market. They've
been followed by their inevitable
sequels: More of My First Time,
and so on, ad nauseum.
One prolific Lesbian anthology
editor, Susan Fox Rogers, has re
sponded to this glut of erotica with
a new collection, Women on the
Verge: Lesbian Tales of Powerand
Play. Rogers's contributors explore
pivotal moments in their lives that
were, amazingly, not about sex or
romance - like climbing a moun
tain or deciding not to parent. "I
jokingly referred to [the book] as
my 'anti-erotica' anthology,"
Rogers quips in her introduction.
"It was a shorthand way of saying:
I want more than sex."

It's hard to make a statement
like that in the queer community
without being branded as "sexnegative" and a traitor to the cause.
After all, sexuality has been our
battleground, and the right for
people to have sex with whomever
they please is at the heart of our
movement. But then, in the '70s
and '80s, it was hard for feminists
to speak up against the sexual objectification of women and claim a
fuller identity without being
trashed as "anti-male" — even by
other women.
I'm excited that Gay memoir is
coming into its own, because it has
the potential to lay out the com
plexity of our lives, to show that
we're more than walking, talking
biological urges. Interestingly, one
of the best attended sessions this
year at OutWrite, the Lesbian and
Gay writers' conference, was on
writing memoir.
Memoir is popular in general,
and it didn't start with Angela's
Ashes. As critics have pointed out,
personal stories have long been an

breaking new series of Gay and
integral part of this country's lit
erature and culture.In the past, only Lesbian memoirs called "Living
famous white men got to tell their Out," edited by Joan Larkin and
life stories. But now the genre has David Bergman and published by
become democratized, and many the University of Wisconsin Press
different kinds of personal narra — the first series of its kind ever
tives have made their way onto the published.
My concern is that white Gay
bookshelves.
Gay memoir has a lot tooffer in men's narratives will dominate the
terms of educating the public, by genre at first. It's not that Lesbi
exploring how Gay people - whose ans and queers of color don'thave
experiences have often been either as many stories to tell. But some
invisible or hyper-sexualized - are of us may have internalized the
part of the fabric of history. Rather long-held idea in American culture
simply
documenting that our stories are not important
than
or compelling enough tqchronicle.
someone's first same-sex kiss'or
But the fact is,they are vital.We
someone else's most unforgettable
blow job, many memoirs are ex need them to deliver the message
ploring a range of queer experi that the words "Lesbian" and
"Gay" stand for complex and mulence.
tifaceted lives.
In Night Bloom, for example,
Paula Martinac is the authorof
Mary Cappello examines her rela
tionship with her Italian-American seven books, including The Les
family. Jesse Green describes the bian and Gay Book of Love and
process of choosing parenthood in Marriage. She can be reached care
The Velveteen Father. Stanley of this publication or at
Ely's In Jewish Texas discusses LNcolumn@aol.com. For more
Notions,
visit
growing up in the deepSouth. And Lesbian
of particular note is the ground www.planetout.com.
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ID Required
Drive A Little
Party A LOT!
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Everyone's Welcome at The Other Side_M!
The Other Side is ALWAYS changing, Come in and see the new looks.

$ c'Guu

HVeddii^fy

ta J/ia/H and Qbedtni

lIlMM—

271 Island Road
Columbus, MS.

HALLOWEEN BASH
Saturday, October 30,1999

•r»

Finals Rodeo
October 30 - 31, 1999
Barton Coliseum
Little Rock, Arkansas
HOSTED BY:
Diamond State Rodeo Association
Celebrating 10 years of rodeo
Arkansas-style in 1999!
D.S.R.A.
P.O. Box 56503
Little Rock, Arkansas 72215
(501) 562-4466
www.DSRA.orgwww.IGRA.com

HOST HOTEL
Ask for DSRA block.
La Quinta Otter Creek (501) 455-2300
ALTERNATE HOTEL
La Quinta South (501) 568-1030
Southwest Airlines
Group Meeting #V3409
CaU (800) 433-5368
8am-5pm weekdays/9:30am-3:30pm Sat.

Bud Light IGRA Rodeo Series
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A DISCREET MEET
y

I^Rring our Costume Contest with cash prizes. Wear your
best, scariest, sexies or most unusual. Doors open at 7 pm
$10.00 cover. ID is a must as always, so don't forget it!

JHoxlets. <£ MxtAAxiga

We're 41™ Crlehratinc our 4 year Anniversary October 6th - ThankYou

We Came to if occ — fLxvst and tDlaxxeet

Welcome
Singlet <£ Couplet,

ffii-teocual,
female and
Male Staff

(901)357-5488

THERE CUMING BACK...
The one and only HOLLYWOOD CREATIONS, for the LAST time thisyear.
If You Missed the last time, you better not this time. These are someof the HOI ITsSI guys
around. Come on OUT,Saturday, October 2,1999 and watch them TAKE IT OFF!!! ^
We're Also Celebratine our 4 year Anniversary October 6th - Thank You

E-Mail us at - totherside@aol.com
Send us your name & E-Mail addressand you can start

Shari and Dedra of Jackson's The Other Side were
committment ceremony held at the bar on Sept.^ . .0fs0Uls"
performed the ceremony whichincluded the Wicc J
ritual.

receiving Sidelines and other special announcements by E-Mail
You can pick up a form at the Bar or E-Mail your request

http://theotherside.ourfamiiy.com

Come visit us soon.

(Exit 82-B off 1-40 then 3 miles N at Ashport)
"Jackson's Only 'Friendly' Bar"
(Security)

Open 7 days a week @5 pm (7 pm - Sat.& Sun)

Hot ijomt fxxntcttiet come Vtue!"
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Deep Inside
by Romeo San Vicente

massive opening. No release date
has yet been set.

won't be creating quips for the
show, rumors abound that it's al
most a sure thing that John
Travolta will be joining Mrs.
James Brolin on stage for a few
numbers.

Rudd Should Be
Great in Gatsby

Three Cheers
for Cheerleader

Bruce Plays
Hard to Get

Paul Rudd, who played the
queer object of Jennifer Aniston's
affections in The Object of My Af
fection, has joined the cast of an
other tale of unrequited love: the
A&E Network's original telefilm
version of the F. Scott Fitzgerald
classic The Greaf Gatsby. Rudd
will take on the role of Nick

that's why Streisand is having the
famed auction house Christie's
Fine Line Films, the company
unload some of her stuff?Vilanch,
that believes in marketing to the
Diva Barbra Streisand ap who is the subject of a new docu
Gay community and proved it by
proached comedy writer and mentary, Get Bruce!, recently re
openly Gay Hollywood Square vealed that he's been approached giving the flick Trick the biggest
Bruce. Vilanch before her last tour once again by the notorious perfec opening a Gay indie film everhad,
has acquired the queer comedy Butin an attempt to convince the furry tionist to whip up some lines, this
time for her New Year's Eve gig I'm aCheerleader. Jamie Babbit's
funnyman to script some amusing
asides for her act. But the deal in Lost Wages... um, I mean Las directing debut stars American Pie
never closed because Babs offered Vegas. But Bette got Bruce first. cutie Natasha Lyonne as a rah-rah
the writer, who pens the jokes for Bette Midler, who has employed whose parents (played by Bud Cort
the annual Academy Awards show, him for most of her shows in the — remember Harold and Maude?
— and John Waters veteran Mink
a ridiculously low wage. When
past, has Vilanch booked to write
Stole) think their daughter's a
Streisand asked Vilanch what she for her Divine Miss Millennium
could do to amend thesituation, he show in Sin City. La Streisand fans dyke: she lovesMelissa Etheridge,
suggested "sell a lamp." Maybe need not despair; while Bruce eats tofu, and doesn't like playing
tonsil hockey with her horny quar
terback boyfriend in public. The
solution? Send the girl to True Di
rections, a homosexual rehab cen
ter run by Cathy Moriarty and
RuPaul (playing - out of drag - a
machismo counselor named
Mike). Fine Line has agreed to
pony up more than half a million
bucks in advertising for the motion
picture, so you can expect another
"smm wmm,

COLUMBUS, MISSISSIPPI
HAS TWO NEW BARS
ILLUSIONS 2000

and

ILLUSIONS
2000

The Castro
Continued from page 13

271 Island Rd.
601-326-4397

851 Island Rd.
601-328-4397

The 21st Century
Gathering Place
For EVERYONE

Wear Levi or Leather
& Get One Free Drink

2 Shows Nightly
Friday & Saturday

1st Show: Midnight
2nd Show: 1:30 a.m.
Sunday Is

Levi & Leather Club

Nightly Shows

Open
Friday: 7 p.m.-1 a.m.
Saturday: 7 p.m.-1 a.m.
The Pier Closes at 1 a.m.

Talent Night
Show: 10 p.m.

The Party Continues
' at Illusions 2000

UPCOMING EUENTS AT ILLUSIONS 2000
MONTHLY PAGEANTS

HAPPY HOUR 7-9

OCT. 23: Mr. Newcomer Columbus

history that happened there. Even
with its problems, the Castro is re
ally an extraordinary chapter in a
larger struggle that virtually every
American minority has under
gone—the struggle for identity,
survival and, ultimately, accep
tance. And that was a story I
wanted to tell.
Q. The documentary brings up
some of the problemsthe neighbor
hood has experienced—not just
from neighbors, but from withinthe
Gay community. Is there a lot of
criticism about the Castro?
A. Well at first, the very fact that
a lot of open homosexuals were
claiming a neighborhood as their

Paul Rudd
"turf' was problematic for many of
the old-timers—but it's important
to point out that on the whole, Eu
reka Valleyites have been ex
tremely
tolerant
of
the
earth-shaking changes that swept
the neighborhood. Of course, many
of them benefited, as they watched
their property values skyrocket in
the 1970s and 1980s. But there
were wonderful changes that hap
pened, too— places likeMost Holy
Redeemer Church, which at the
outset was very critical of the Gay
"influx," turns out now to bea very
progressive, Gay-friendly congre
gation that turned their oldconvent
into an AIDS hospice.
Within the Gay community,
women and people of color have
always felt marginalized by the
very white, very mainstream, very
male world that the Castro became

Lesbian and Gay

Coalitioj
ition^
for

Justii

$35 Entry Fee

All Female-Male Pageant (Butch)
$35 Entry Fee

NOV. 26: AIDS Benefit
All Performers Welcome to Entertain for Benefit

DEC. 30: Mr. Illusions 2000 Pageant
$75 Entry Fee • $300 Grand Prize • $7 Cover

DEC. 31: Ms. Illusions 2000 Pageant
$75 Entry Fee • $300 Grand Prize • $7 Cover

NEW YEAR'S EVE: Bash Crowning
$10 Cover • Champagne Fountain Flowing Party of the Century

RUMMAGE SALE
Sat. Oct. 16
8 a.m. - Noon

Holy Trinity Church Parking Lot
3420 Summer Ave.
For donations orfurther information call 327-2677
Advertising donatedtrs a public service of the TriangleJournal News
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Carraway, the detached and cyni
cal narrator of the Jazz Age story
about self-made mega-millionaire
Jay Gatsby (played by Robert
Stephens) and his tragic lovefor the
very married Daisy Buchanan
(Academy Award-winning actress
Mira Sorvino). The telefilm, now
in production in Montreal, is ten
tatively set to air in late 2000.

A Kingly Jodie
Fox films has moved up the re
lease date of the Jodie Foster epic
Anna and the King from Decem
ber 20 to November24, hinting that
the studio believes strongly in this
non-musical retread of the same
story that made Yul Brynner's bald
pate famous. The new release date
gives the flick more playing - and
money-making — time during the
holidays. Foster told Daily Variety
columnist Army Archerd that the
new film tells the story of the real
Anna Leonowens and thereal King
of Siam (portrayed by Kung Fu
hunk Chow Yun-Fat).
Romeo San Vicente has dibs on
any whips and handcuffs Barbra
auctions off. You canreach Romeo
in care of this publicationor via email RomeoDeep@aol.com. For
more Deep Inside Hollywood, visit
or
www.popcornq.com
www.Gay.com.
in the 1970s. And only in the last
10 years has the Gay community
begun to address these issues. To
this day there are still no women's
bars or hangouts in the Castro.
Q. Where is the neighborhood
headed now?
A. There is a lot of trepidation
over the growing commercializa
tion of the Castro. And it's a fasci
nating parallel with some of the
other "signature" ethnic neighbor
hoods in the U.S., like San
Francisco's Chinatown orBoston's
North End. Parts of those neighbor
hoods have become Disneyland
versions of themselves, with no
relation to the communities they
once served. And asGays and Les
bians find that they can live in lots
of different places without fear, the
very need for a "Gay neighbor
hood" may in fact be obsolete. So
what's to keep the Castro from be
coming just another yuppie en
clave?
But you know, oneof the people
I interviewed for the show, Sharon
Johnson, told me a wonderful story.
She grew up in the neighborhood
when it was Eureka Valley, and
she's seen it change a lot. She met
a Gay taxi driver in the Castro a
little while ago who said, "I'veonly
been here a couple of months, but
somehow, this place feels like
home." And Sharon said, "Well,
welcome home." And that's really
the spirit of the place—it has al
ways opened its arms to newcom
ers who needed a place to call
home. I hope it never loses that.

The End of an Era -AIDS Benefit Calendar Published For The Final Time
"When we started the AIDS
Benefit Calendar in 1989, it was
just a few years into the fight
against AIDS and HIV... and we
really believed that we would do
one or two calendars and then
AIDS would be a thingof the past,"
says Joe Pascale, creator of the
fundraising calendar. "We were
very hopeful... and probably a little
naive."
Photographer Jeff Palmer con
tinues: "This is the 11th edition of
the calendar — it has been a very
difficult decision to make (to end
production), but we are convinced
it's the right one. We're stopping
before it burns us out. It has been a
huge undertaking for the two of us
every year — but we've been able
to make a terrific contribution that
would have been impossible for us
otherwise."
More than $450,000 has been
contributed to AIDS/HIV agencies
across the country from the pro
ceeds of the calendar.
Organizations from as far away
as Sao Paulo, Brazil have used the
calendars to raise additional funds
for their programs and services.
The Year 2000 AIDS Benefit
Calendar features 13 all new black
and white photographs - sensual
and artistic male nudes and inti
mate images of male couples —
that represent the broad spectrum
of quality imagery associated with
award winning nationally ac
claimed artist Palmer. Radiant, pro
vocative, beautiful — the AIDS
Benefit Calendar 2000 is extraor

dinary — and a true collector's
item!

Two Distinctive
Calendars — One
Exceptional Artist
The Passion 2000 Calendar,
published by 10% Productions,
presents 13 photographs by Jeff
Palmer — all images of couples—
celebrating the sensualityand sexu
ality of men with men.
This beautiful black and white
retrospective calendar features
erotic, sensual and stunning pho
tographic images, as captured by
the extraordinary vision of the cel
ebrated artist Jeff Palmer.These are
favorite images that havebeen pub
lished before — collected here in
one superb and collectable calen
dar.
Each month, these beautiful
pairings will have you remember
ing old passions and creating new
ones. The 1999 Passion Calendar
was an instant classic — itsold out
quickly Don't miss out on this ex
ceptional collector's item.
To receive either the Year2000
AIDS Benefit Calendar and/or the
Passion 2000 Calendar, please send
$14.95 each plus $4.00 shipping
and handling to:
Jeff Palmer Originals, Dept. TJ,
P.O. Box 230034, Encinitas CA
92023-0034. Contact Jeff Palmer,
the AIDS Benefit Calendar and the
Passion 2000 Calendar on the
Internet
at
http://
www.jeffpalmer.com.

Water won't douse the fireworks brewing here in the depiction of July in Jeff Palmer's AIDS Benefit Calendar.

Photo credit: © 1999 Jeff Palmer

THE MYSTIC KREWE OF MEMPHIS UNITED (M.U.)
HOLDS IT'S VERY FIRST "SILENT AUCTION."
DATE:
PLACE:

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 17, 199
IN THE GROVE
2865 WALNUT GROVE
TIME:
3 P.M. TILL 6 P.M.
$5.00 DONATION AT THE DOOR

A LOT OF GREA T ITEMS
MONIES RAISED GOES TOWARD THE EXPENSES OF
THE "MARDIGRAS BALL" TO BE HELD MARCH 4, 2000
THAT WILL BE FREE TO THE COMMUNITY.
HELP US TO GIVE TO OTHERS THAT HAVE NEVER BEEN
TO OR SEEN WHAT A "MARDI GRAS BILL" IS ALL ABOUT.
LET'S PARTY LIKE WE USED TO.

quench your desire
set up your personal mailbox for
free, browse other hot messages,
find someone you want, leave him
a private message free.

Memphis
THE
CONFIDENTIAL
CONNECTION®

__Mi
~[he man is no April Fool, butrepresents that month inJeff Palmer's AIDS
Benefit Calendar. Photo credit: © 1999Jeff Palmer
—

901-529-9800
Nashville

615-726-1199
Use FREE access Code: 1789

tow Media. Inc does not pre-scrsen callers and takes no responsibility tor personal meetings. 800-825-1598.
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Voter's Guide
Continued from page 30
between adults of the same gender
are none of the government's busi
ness.
(6) I do favor curricula in the
upper school level that teaches and
promotes tolerance.
Added comments: Unlike many
of the conservatives candidates in
this City, I'm proud to say that a
person's sexual orientation is of no
consequence to me when Iconsider
my own personal or business rela
tionships. I can tell you that there
are some ultra conservative candi
dates in my race, candidates who
are barely aware of the local Gay
and Lesbian community, not to
mention decisively against its ef
forts... I support the efforts of your
organization.

Maryum Muhammad
City Council Dist. 8,
Pos. 1
(1) Equity in the allocation of
city funds.
(2) Yes. Government is for all
the people.
(3) Yes. I believe in a govern
ment that is just.
(4) Yes.
(5) This is a private matter.
(6) The concept of tolerance is
useful in all areas.

Mondell B. Williams
City Council Dist. 8, Pos. 1

(1) Cleaning up our communi
ties. Bringing major jobs into the
inner city. Better medical care and
facilities for the elderly. Environ
mental and economic justice.
Fighting violence and crime.
(2) Yes. Ifeel that all people are
created equal and should be treated
equal under the constitution and
Jerry Hall
equal rights act.
City Council Dist. 7
(3) Yes. I believe everyone
(Democrat)
should be entitled to pursue agood
(1) Tax relief forsenior citizens. job, home, education, etc. There
Renovation of or demolition of di should be no compromising in the
lapidated houses. Increase police human rights area.
presence in neighborhoods. Stop
(4) I support the common law
proliferation of billboards. Help status of each state.
find funding for branch library in
(5) No. My belief is the same as
Midtown to replace Peabody the Holy Bible.
branch moving. Find funding for
(6) 1 don't support it, but I can't
creation of drug rehabilitation cen speak against it.
ters.
(2) Yes. I favor such legislation.
Robert "Prince Mongo"
Hopefully, such legislation would
Hodges
eliminate, or reduce significantly,
the number of innocent victims be City Council Dist. 8, Pos. 2
ing harmed unnecessarily because
(1) The citizenssharing an equal
racist/bigots don't respect or toler input into all legislative decisions
ate differences in our community. concerning everything that can
(3) Yes. I detest discrimination make our lives compatible eco
of any kind.
nomically and socially.
(4) Undecided
(2) Yes. My total outlook on life
(5) No. What consenting adults since childhood has been the equal
do privately is their own business. ity of all people and I support
(6) Yes. Curricula should pro strongly penalties for any hate
vide diversity in ourculture. Diver
sity of different groups, including
(3) Yes. We should not have to
Lesbians and Gay men, is a part of ever use discrimination in our vo
our society and should be ex cabulary much less practice it.
plained—we don't live in a
(4) I favor the complete freedom
vacuum.
of anyone and whatever is chosen
should not determine the positive
or negative legal benefits. Merit
alone should be the determining

MONTHLY MEETING
THURSDAY,
OCT. 14,7 P.M.

id
N A T I O N A L

YWCA
766 S. Highland St.
for more information,
call 578-3286

Advertising space donated as apublic sen/ice of The TriangleJournal News
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factor.
(5) I believe anyone who con
sents to have sex should have the
absolute legal right to do so.
(6) I think everyone should be
taught to tolerate everyone's beliefs
and at the proper time should be
taught that everyone is equal and
should be respected.

Richard Parks
City Council Dist. 9, Pos. 3
(1) Comprehensive tax reform
including but not limited to thefollowing:

based on sexual orientation should
be an aggravating factor, which the
judge should consider at sentenc
ing. I am not so sure it is a good
idea to start out grading the seri
ousness of certain crimes based on
the motivation of the perpetrator or
the identity of the victim. Should
it be a more serious crime to steal
from a Gay person than to steal
from a straight person? I am 100
percent for equal protection under
the law.
(3) Yes. All other things being
equal, I do not think that discrimination
based on
sexual
orienta-

should be
ing out
See Summary of Responses on page 23. acceptexorb
able.
tant tax
(4) Yes. I am in favor of stable,
freezes to the few for projects
healthy, loving partnerships. We
which have questionable direct
should encourage them andsupport
benefit to the majorityof the people
them whenever possible. However,
of Memphis; those who ultimately
along with legal benefits should
pay for them in higher taxes and/
also be legal responsibilities as
or reduced services; provide imme
well.
diate, meaningful relief to those
(5) No. Generally, I believe that
who are least able to bear the bur
we are all free to live our lives as
den of taxation; and providefor tax
we want so long as we do not in
incentives to average, workingfringe on the rights of others. It is
class citizens to helpthem improve
not a proper function of govern
their property and their communi
ment to police bedrooms or sex
and
support
ties and to encourage
lives in general.
entrepreneurship and indepen
(6) Yes. It is important for chil
dence. (B) Improve our neighbor
dren to learn civility and tolerance
hoods with financial and technical
and appreciation for thedifferences
support and assistance for neigh
of their fellow human beings. We
borhood associations, watch
must all come together and love
groups and others who are dedi
one another if we are going to live
cated to improving the quality of
in peace and prosper.
life in our city. (C) More and bet
ter community-based police offic
Larry Henson
ers, patrol and investigators. (D)
Preserve and improve our precious City Council Dist. 9, Pos. 3
(1) End annual car inspections.
park land and protect it from all
enemies. (E) Education,education, Raise speed limits on the 1-240 loop
education. Reduce the expense and and its tributaries. Encourage the
number of administrators and pro school board to institute a voucher
vide more teachers with better pay, system.
(2) In a sense every crime is a
incentives and working conditions.
(F) A new, clean, efficient and "hate crime." One can say assaults
comprehensive system of public based on race, religion orsexual ori
transportation including an elec entation are especially damaging
tric- powered light rail with "park because they terrorize an entire
and ride" facilities coordinated group. But random crimecan terror
with more efficient, cleaner, faster ize an entire community. Onecould
bus and van lines. More and big argue that societymust send themes
ger roads with more inefficient, sage that violence driven by bigotry
polluting vehicles will not work will not be tolerated. But surely, so
anymore. (G) Providecitizens with ciety must sendthe message that vio
better and more meaningful access lence of any kind will not be
to their government. (H) Compre tolerated. Victims should not bedis
hensive ethical guidelines and en criminated against just because they
forceable disciplinary rules for all weren't identified as not being the
public officials to insure devotion victim of hate crime.
to duty, responsibilityand account
(3) F.A. Hayok defined a freeso
ability to the people. (I)I will work ciety as one in which people "could
for cleaner airand water and amore at least attempt to shape their own
lives, where they gained the oppor
wholesome environment.
(2) Crime is reprehensible no tunity of knowing and choosing dif
matter what the motivation of the ferent formsof life." IBM's decision
to recognize domestic partnerships is
perpetrator or the identity of the
victim. We all lose when any of our pretty much a textbook case of
fellow human beings are victim Hayekian evolution. Far fromcreat
ing a new social institution, IBM is
ized. Crime should be dealt with
swiftly and certainly under the law. simply officially recognizing that it
Motivation is afactor that the judge has Gay employees and some of
is presently obliged to consider those workers are in long-term rela
during the sentencing phase. I cer tionships that approximate hetero
tainly agree that the fact that a sexual marriage. Given that,it makes
crime was motivated by hatred sense for IBM to treat heterosexual

and homosexual workers on similar
terms. After all, if they don't some
other company will.More important
than the policy's"success," however,
is the act of choice itself. IBM's ex
periment simultaneously ratifies in
dividual choice and nurtures a
complex web of humaninteractions.
And, it should bestressed, only IBM
(and NOT the government) is in a
position to decide whether the policy
is working well, needs to betinkered
with further, or should be tossed out
altogether.
(4) The Tennessee constitution
states: That np retrospective law or
law impairing theobligations of con
tracts shall be made. Therefore one
can argue that people can enter into
personal contracts which,depending
on its working, may impose on the
couple the same kinds of legal re
sponsibilities to one another that
marriage does, vis a vis such things
as third-party creditors when one
person takes on debt,or mutual obli
gations of support between the part
ners. Unmarried couples can
presently have mutual obligations,
joint bank accountsor insurance poli
cies, wills, etc. Limited or general
powers of attorneyscan be drawnfor
hospital stays. However, onecannot
use such a contract to force a com
pany to provide health insurance to
a domestic partner. Over the past 15
years, domestic partnership has pro
vided the source for literally thou
sands of private businesses... and
other institutions across the country
to recognize unmarried couples for
the purposes of a wide array of ben
efits and privileges. Thesecompanies
have voluntarily done so, but no
company should be forced to do so.
It is a decision that each company
should make foritself and people can
decide whether to work for such a
company or choose one that does
provide the benefits. The best solu
tion for providing health benefits is
to use Medical Savings Accounts
without any strings except that the
money be spend on medical treat
ment or prescriptiondrugs. Sinceany
unused portion of the money would
either go to the employee's retire-ment fund or accumulate in a sepa
rate account, the employee has the
incentive to be prudent in seeking
medical treatment. Thus a person
could decide whether to spend the
money on treatment him/herself,his/
her wife, kids, partner, parents or
even the next door neighbor.
(5) I believe that adults have the
right to private choice in consensual
sexual activity. Ioppose any govern
ment attempt todictate, prohibit, con
trol or encourage/promote any
private lifestyle, living arrangement
or contractual relationship.
(6) Government schools should be
institutions for learning science, math,
English, etc., not for advancing social
agendas. I do not supportgovernment
schools directly promoting any social
agenda that should be left to the par
ents, especiallya valuesystem that may
directly conflict with the parent's be
lief or religion.That in effect would be
promoting the religion of secularism,
which could and should present con
stitutional prohibitions.

Herenton Meets
with LGCJ Reps
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!i "A Hair Raising Event!"
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6
Deadline for the November
1999 Issue

CUT-A-THON
SUNDAY, OCT. 24
1pm - 5pm

$10 Hair-cuts
Tfit'Cc
'Dremn Factory, Inc.

Live Music by:

The Dempseys
playing tosie RocWHI,
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October 15,1999

(Publication Date: October 22)
Issues in the last quarter of the year
are adjusted to accommodate holiday
schedules.
PLEASE NOTE EARLY PUBLICATION
DATE!
Mail submissions to:
TJN
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111-0485
E-mail to: MemphisTJN@aol.com
Fax to: (901) 454-1411

Memphis LGCJ co-chairs Mar
garet Henkle and Jim Maynard met
with Memphis mayor and incum
bent candidate for mayor in the
Oct. 7 mayorl elections Willie W.
Herenton on Tues., Sept. 18 todis
cuss Lesbian and Gay issues and
the upcoming election.
Also attending the meeting was
Herenton advisor and civil rights
attorney Richard Fields. Dr.
Herenton expressed strong support
for Lesbian and Gay rights, includ
ing a city non-discrimination
policy which will include sexual
orientation. (Memphis does not
have any non-discrimination
policy, so it may be easier to draft
one which will include sexual ori
entation along with other groups.)
The mayor and Fields werecon
fident that the Memphis City Coun
cil would pass such an ordinance.
LGCJ co-chairs shared some ex
amples of othercity ordinances and
Herenton and Fields said they
would study them and work for the
best non-discrimination ordinance
for Memphis.
Other topics discussed included
domestic partnership benefits for
same-sex couples and training
Memphis police on Gay and Les
bian sensitivity. Herenton said he
was committed to making Mem
phis a great city for everyone, in
cluding Lesbians and Gay men.

Memphis
Personals 1Vwlli™
Place your FREE ad 1-800-546-MENN
-900-976-7447
TENNESSEE

C

L

A

S

CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, 0485. Classifieds 'must be sub
non-commercial adsFREE. Limit mitted in writing and must in
of 30 words (including address clude your nameand a telephone
or phone number) and a $2.00 number where you can be
charge for the use of our P.O. reached to verify the ad. If you
box. Please specify if you want would like acopy of the issue
to useour P.O. box. Commercial in which your ad appears,
ads are charged at the rate of please send $1.00 to cover
200 per word, $3.00 minimum. postage.
Phone numbers and zip codes
ANNOUNCEMENTS
are free. Deadline for ads is the ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!!
15th of each month. Send to TJN announcements and
Triangle Journal News, Box classifieds will not automatically
11485 Memphis, TN 38111- be re-run. Announcements and

If you haven't been to Integrity lately,
you haven't been to Integrity. Check us out!
l/ve meet on the third Tuesday of every month.
X

Integrity Memphis
Calvary Episcopal Church
102 N. Second Street
901.72S.72S6

S

I

F

i

l

E

D

classifieds mustbe re-submitted taurants. Completely renovated
each month, in writing, by the for comfort but still maintaining
its old world charm, elegance &
15th of the month.
Call for Submissions: Spoonfed, romance. Picturesque tree-cov
a Gay/Les/bi/trans literary jour ered hollow. The Arbour Glen,
nal in Washington, DC, iscalling #7 Lema, Eureka Springs, AR
for submissions for Issue No. 14 72632 (501)253-9010.
MASSAGE SERVICES
(Dildo-a-Go-Go: It's Autoerotic).
Each submissionshould address DON'T YOU DESERVE THE
the theme of the issue in some BEST? California trained, certi
way. Spoonfedaccepts works of fied bodyworkeroffers therapeu
short fiction (1500 word limit), tic and sports massage. 11/2
poetry, andblack andwhite scan- hours, by appointment, outcall
nable drawings, photographs ' only. Gift certificates also avail
and cartoons. Submissions for able. Craig 10 a.m. -10 p.m.
Issue No. 14 by Oct. 15,1999. (901) 278-9768.
PERSONALS
Please submit to: Spoonfed, PO
Box 21036, Washington, DC Attention GWMover 50. Areyou
20009-1036, or e-mail your sub tired of being turned down and
mission
to ignored in the bars, parks and
SPOONFED99@aol.com.
movies because of your age? I
BED & BREAKFAST
~ am, too. Give me a call. We
Ozark Bed& Breakfast-5wooded might get together and have a
acres of privacyin afun vacation good time. Remember, sex is
area. Exclusive resort for men & like a game of bridge; you either
women. Hot tub. Country club need a very good handor a very
privileges. Greenwood Hollow good partner. I'm both. Give me
Ridge, 13 Stopple Road, Eureka a call: 683-2629.
Springs, AR 72632, (501) 253- EXPLORE DISCREETLY! Try
something new with someone
5283.
The Arbour Glen Bed & Break- new on The Confidential Con
fast-Circa 1896. Locatedon Eu nection®! 18+ Record & Listen
reka SpringsHistoric Districtloop FREE! 901-529-9800, use code
close to downtown shops & res 9007.

Meetings at
Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
1488 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104 • (901) 276-7379
Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous) AH Meetings Open

Buy a Subscription to the MidSouth's Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper. For
Yourself or for a friend.
12 Issues for $15 mailed First Class,
discreetly, so you don't have to wait for
the news.

8:00 pm
Discussion
Sunday
Discussion (Smoke Free)
8:00 pm
Monday
Twelve Step Study
8:00 pm
Tuesday
Big Book Study
Wednesday
8:00 pm
Discussion
Thursday
9:00 pm
Discussion
Saturday
8:00 pm
(Last Sunday of month is birthday night with speaker.)

Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous - Women)
Thursday
7:00 pm
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
Sunday
12 Noon
Discussion (Open)
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Thursday)

Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
Friday

8:00 pm

Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)

Open Heart (Al-Anon)
Tuesday

ADDRESS _

6:00 pm

Discussion (Open)

Thursday
5:30 pm
Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
(Business meeting 3rd Tuesday of the month, Birthdays last Tuesday)

ACOA (Adult Children of Alcoholics)

CITY

Sunday

Mail to: Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111-0485

6:00 pm

Discussion (Open)

•Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed for the
promulgation and enhancement of Twelve-Step meetings with a special
outreach to the Gay and Lesbian community. Business meetings are on
the last Wednesday of the month at 6:30 pm.
^
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Free For ALL. To Record, Browse
& Send.Wild LocalDateline! 901565-0006, Pub#641,18+. 100%
GWM, 36,6'3", 200#, good looking, long hair with hazel-blue
eyes, in good health, seeking
GWM, 21-30, slick, slim & sexy
for romantic lover. Will be wait
ing to hear from you. Call any
time (601) 343-5102. MS.
Hot Local Singles. Free to
Record, Browse, Send!! 901565-0006. Pub #640.18+.
HOT MEMPHIS MEN! Explore
DISCREETLY with other hot lo
cal guys on The Confidential
Connection®! 18+Record &Lis
ten FREE! 901-529-9800, use
code 9006.
I'm a mixed-race Gay female,
single, independent, mature,ro
mantic, decent, clean, wellgroomed, healthy, athletic, nonsmoker. (Socially—active enter
tainment events, dance/sports,
etc.) Wordly—travels, gourmet
cook and classy but down-toearth. I want a feminine, sexy
and/or unique freak with com
mon interests, 24 years and
older, any race (I prefer orien-.
tal—far east, Greek, Indian,
Spanish-Latin, P.R.) ladies!
Summer's over. Don't stop hav
ing erotic fun. Write: Mermaid,
P.O. Box 40112, Memphis, TN
38174-0012.
J/O Buddies. Meet by phone.
Try it FREE! 901-821-9100,
Code 7001.18+.
Libra, single GWM, 50, ISO
GWMs, 30-60, ex-athletes, uni
formed professionals, construc
tion white collar professionals,
bored with their way of life and
want a change. For some fun
and good times, no strings at
tached, discretionassured. Write
Dept. P-10, P.O. Box 11485,
Memphis. TN 38111-0485.
New to the area.Hi! I'm a GWM,
40ish who just moved to the
county of Gibson (please don't
ask why). I don't know anyone
except my family. Is there a
GWM, 35-45ish in the Gibson
county areathat Icould befriends
with? Ifso, pleasecallme, Bobby,
at 855-4255before 8p.m. Please
no fats or ferns. Thanks.
35 yo white male master of disci
pline ISO naughty submissive
slave.Iam into bondage, spank
ing, shaving, endless sex, toys
and more. 18-22ish, smoothbodied, white male, about 140#
with boyish looks and manner
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The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested tobe listed, buthave
not been charged. All phone numbers are
area code 901 unless otherwise noted.
I' Indicates TJN distribution points.)
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ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart*: 2214 Brooks Rd E. ®
345-0657.
Cherokee Adult BookStore*: 2947Lamar
« 744-7494.
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791-793 North
White Station « 683-9649.
Getwell Book Mart*:1275 Getwell® 4547765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center*:2432
Summer® 323-2665.
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